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.INTERNAL CONVERSION OF GAMMA RADIATION 
IN THE L SUBSHE LLS 

Thomas Oliver Passell 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

March 30, 1954 

ABSTRACT 

Electron spectra from conversion of low energy nuclear 

gamma radiation {up to around 350 kev} in several isotopes of 

the heavier elements have been investigated using a double 

focusing beta spectrometer previously described} The follow-
\ 

. . . 241 242m Z42 228 
1ng 1sotopes were stud1ed: Am , Am , Cm , Pa , 

P 230 Tll98m N 238 d N 236 D h a , , p , an p • ecay sc emes, some 

tentative, have been proposed for some of the above nuclides. 

Miscellaneous data on the following isotopes, Pu
241

, 

P 
240 p 150 

u , m , 
223 

and Fr · , are summarized in Appendix I. 

A twin lens coincidence beta spectrometer, now in the 

a.ssembly stage, is briefly described in Appendix II. 

Agreement of experimentally determined L conversion 

ratios with the most recent theoretical calculations were 

generally very good except for the electric dipole case, where 

about twice the expected (L
1 

+ LII} conversion was found. 



INTERNAL CONVERS.ION OF GAMMA RADIATION 
IN THE L S.UBSHE LLS 

Thoma.s Oliver Passell, · 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 

University of California, Berkeley, California · 

·March 30, 1954 

:r. INTRODUCTION 

·A study of conversion electron spectra in the heavier elements 

was undertaken with the following objectives in mind: 

1. The assignment of the multipolarity of transitions between. 

nuclear energy states by comparison of LI:LII:LIII 

conversion ratios with theoretical valueso. 

2. The comparison of multipolarities assigned in this manner 

with those as signed from other types of experiments. 

· 3. The elucidation of a more complete decay' scheme for each 

of the nuclides studied. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES 

A. The Double-Focusing Beta Spectrometer 

The instrument used in these investigations has been previously 

described
1 

so only the few modifications made are described here; 

Briefly, however, the double focusing spectrometer consists of a 

pancake-shaped iron magnet about 3 feet in diameter and abou~ 

1 foot in thickness with the center hollowed out so that the gap between 

the top and bottom pole pieces is smaller at the center than at the 

periphery. Thus, in addition to a co~axial magnetic field there exists 

a co -radiq.l component of magnetic field. The focusing properties of 

these two components of magnetic field (hence the name double=focusing) 
I . ' 

ar~ such that an im~ge of the sample is- formed at an angle of 255° 

from the sample position. A Geiger counter at this image position is 
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used a.s a detector .. The magnetic field is varied by changing the 

current passing through the coil which is situated jus:t ins.ide the 

hollowed-out portion, but 'qu,tside t.ll.~ vacuum chamber. The top 

half of the "pancake" may be unbolted and r·emoved for making 

adjustments inside the chamber. Mos~ of the changes made were 

in connection w~th the associated equipment such as .the vacuum 

pumping system, the counter~ the counter gas supply, the staling 

unit, and the technique of sample preparation. 

1. The vacuum pumping system.~·- When a thin plastic counter 

window ruptures or a counter becomes 11fatigued11 , it is necessa.ry to 

reduce· the vacuum .chamber to atmospheric pres sure and to raise 

the 700 pound top half of the iron 11pancaken using an overhead block 

and tackie in order to gain access to the counter. Therefore a 

2-inch modified Crane valve was placed between the vacuum chamber 

and the diffusion pump, allowing the latter to be kept operating while 

this ope.ration is .carried out. An additional forepurnp is used after 

reas'sernbly until a pressure is reached at which the diffusion pump 

can again be opened to the system. 

2. The cou;nting system.-- End window counters were not very 

reliable so it was decided early to try the side window type. It was 

rumored that the latter type were far less subject to .counter gas 

contaminants, counter wire type, and counter wall irregularities; 

and that if a length to diameter ratio of four or larger were .maintained, 

usable Geiger voltage plateaus could be expected. All five side window 

counters designed ~n? put in use counted satisfactorily even though 

almost none of the traditional recipes for making counters was 

•'· 
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strictly followed. That is; no particular effort was made to keep 

the inside counter wall or central wire scrupulously clean or free 

from irregularities. Tungsten, molybdenum, platinum, and stain-

less steel central wires were tried with equal success. Stainless 

steel is recommended since it is of reasonable cost and is easily 

soldered. Brass was used for the counter body for .three of the 

cou.nters and copper for the fourth. Brass is recommended. 

One of the more formidable problems in low energy beta 

spectrometry is .the making of counter windows. , The window must 
2 . 

be of a thickness less than 100 J.Lg/cm and preferably below 

50 J.Lg/cm
2 

if it is to ha~e 100 percent transmission for electrons with 

energies below .20 kev. lt must, of course, also be able to with-

stand the counter gas pressure of about 10 to 15 em of mercury. 

Support grids .upon which are laid several layers of formvar, 

nylon, collodion, or ·plastic films are commonly used, but these 

grids ·Often mask as much as 40 percent of the· usable counter window 

area. With the kind assistance of Mr. Earl Hostetter of this laboratory 

a window grid was .designed which masks less than 6 percent of the 

usable window area. The grids were made on the same principle as 

those designed by Mr. Hostetter for producing the electrostatic field 

in a time""of-flight isotope separator. 4 ][n the present application, 

0. 0005-inch diameter tungsten wire was pressed into a small, grooved, 

copper cylinder which had been soldered to a brass disk of an 

appropriate size. The brass disk contained an 0-ring groove for the 

vacuum seal to the counter. 
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· For the window material itself the writer has had consistent 

success with a vinyl chloride ~ vinyl acetate copolymer No. 1080 

supplied by the ,Industrial Plastics Corporation, Oakland,· California. 

The films were made in the t.raditional ma;nner of allowing a drop 

of the liq.uid plastic (diluted 1,:1 with No. 1080 thinner} to .spread on 

a water surface.· Distilled water to which a very small amount 

of concentrated ammonia had been added seemed to give the best 

r·esults although the conditions did not seem to be critical. One 

three~-layer window made in this fashion lasted for over a year of 

constant use at 15 em total counter gas pressure.· .Its thickness 

· ' was such that the transmission· factor for 20 kev electrons was 

about lOp percent a;nd .the cutoff wa.s approximately 4 kev. One 

£actor in the unusually long life of this window may be ;the practice 

of keeping the :counter filled with gas only when in use. 

The ·lise of a 10 percent 'ethylene - 90 percent argon gas 

·mixture for the counter has been continued·and gives satisfactory 

counter operation even with as much a;s 1 percent air contamination. 

Of course, it is more desirable to keep air contamination at a 

minimum. The mb;re air contamination the higher the total ga.s pressure 

necessary to maintain the same Geiger region voltage plateau .. The 

pres.ent counter has a 100 volt plateau at 12. 5 em total gas pressure. 

3. ·Energy calibration ·of the spectrometer. --The residual 

magnetic field hi the iron of the spectrometer can be reproduced 

'with some degree of confidence by carrying out a magnetization 

cycle before each experiment. The cycle consists .of reversing the 

direction of the current and operating at maximum current for three 



to f;ive minutes; then for four times as long a tim·e operating at 

maximum current with current flow in the same direction as is to 

be used in the experiment. This is followed by a momentary 

demagnetization with 1. 5 amperes of alternating current. Even 

with this cycle of operations, several disturbing shifts have been 

noted in certain energy regions. Until such time as the spectro-

meter is equipped with a precise field measuring device, the 

instrument, in the writer's opinion, will be primarily useful for 

conversion line ratios and energy differences at high resolution. 

Nuclides which have been useful in calibrating the instrument 

C 137 131 T 182 I 192 dA 241 are s , .r , a , r , an m . 

4. Semi~automatic operation. --The magnet current can be 

varied continuously very slowly by a motor and gear system .. This 

makes possible the use of a traffic counter set to stamp .at intervals 

of time small enough to allow the assumption of a point count for 

each stamp and long enough to allow the collection of enough counts 

for reasonably good statistics. This system was used to collect 

241 c 242 228 230 
the data described below for Am , m , Pa , and Pa . 

B. Sample Preparation 

Probably the most critical of all techniques in beta spectrometry 

is the preparation of the radioactive samples. A much used sample~ 

making 'procedure is the evaporation of a drop of water containing the 

radioactivity on backings of plastic films similar to those used for 

counter windows. The writer has had generally more favorable 

results using thin gold, palladium, or aluminum leaf. The advantages 

of these metal leaves have been two. They allow the leakage of 
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electric charges arising from radioactive decay which an insulating plastic . 

film would build up .to spectra.'.distorting proportions, and they may 

he more strongly hea,ted than :the p,lastic films. The thicknesses of 

these were found to be 87, 157, and 177 tJ.g/cm
2

, r·espectively, by 

weighing a known area of leaf. The strength of two layers of gold 

le·af is about equal' to one of the palladium or aluminum. The double 

layer of gold leaf has been used Vl('ifhintermittent s'uccess as a backing 

·' Jor,samples contained in reagents .such as concentrated HF. Cases 

.where the gold leaf failed may have been due to the choice of inferior 

' ,. leaves. Much more consistent success wa.s obt<dned with the 

aluminum and palla.dium leaf so long a.s s·olutions of <O.l !:'! HN03 and 

. <1M HGI., respectively, were used to transfer the radioactivity to 

the backings. Even these solutions weakened the leaf, however, and 

it is .rec:ommended that the activity be transferred to dis.tilled water 

before evaporating from .these backings.~ ~·cases where a macro 

amount (of the order of several milligrams} of material had to be 

.mounted; a 0. 00025~inch thick platlrium counting disk was used since 

sample thickness .has ·a greater distorting e'ffect ·.on an electron 

spectrum ,than doe.s the backing thickness. 

At. the present time a high geometry sublimator is .in use in 

which the al.uminum and palladium leaves are especially useful. 

High ,geom"etry is achieved by the use of a. V ~shaped filament. 

S:ublimati.on of the radioactivity onto the thin m.etal foils assll:res both 

a .uniformly thin deposit and a thin backing. The .metal foils have an 

advantage over plastic films in their ability to withstand the heat of a 

:n~arby filam:ent -more readily .. The investigations of the Tl
198

m and 
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Np
238 

spectra wer·e performed with samples sublimated onto 

palladium leaf. 

The new sublimator is mounted inside a glove box for work 

. with the high level activities necessary in beta spectrometry. Of 

course, carrier free chemistry must still be carried out on the 

radioactive sample to eliminate as much extraneous mass as possible. 

This mass does not readily sublimate onto the leaf and thereby 

greatly reduces the sublimation yield. It may, of course, in 

certain instances be possible to use the sublimation process as a 

means of separating certain elements from others. but to the writer 8 s 

knowledge no extensive study has been made of its potentialities 

along this line. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

A. Americium 241 

1. L lines of 59. 6, 43.4, 99, and 33.2 kev gamma rays.--

8 
The electron spectrum of a sample of -2 x 10 alpha counts per 

minute of Am
241 

on an aluminum lea£ backing is shown in Figs. la 

and lh. The electron data are summarized in Table 1. The Am
241 

was obtained very pure by milking from the Pu
241 

parent. The 

sample was evaporated onto the backing from a .solution of the 

activitiy in distilled water .. Since samples of intense alpha activity 

such as this one can not be fla.med to make the material adhere to 

the backing. great care must be used in transferring the samples 

between the glove box where these samples are prepared and the 

spectrometer. The newer technique of high geom:etry sublimation 

reduces this great hazard since in this case the activity forms a 

uniform, adherent layer . 
• 



·.• 'The ·~:lines of:the !59. 6 kev<gamma _:tay ate: indicated by 

::· .. 

the numbers 9 and 11 in Fig. la. It is s.een that· in<the case of the 

L{"''Li1Jine' the riormaily almost vertical forwa:rd edge gives the 

indication of a _hip, about on.:e;;.s-everith Of the :Way down from .the peak. 

. ···' ·, 

·'This may- be interpreted as ·evidence .that the abundance .of the LII 

·line is perhaps some'what less than that of :the ·I_i line. The LII
1

1ine 

·was clearly~ r·es'obred. ·The abundance of the -L1~~1I line was corrected 

· for' the presence o'f the other speCtral line knOwn to o'c'cur at the same 

energy, namely the 43. 4M line. • A s'i:m'ilar correction was made for 

"the 43. 4N line· since it .coincides in energy ·with the 59. 6 L _ . The 
III 

, _; abundances .of the 43. 4M_ arid 43~ 4N lines were infe·:r:r·ed from the 

43.4 ~L abundance and the L/M and L/N ratios :observed for the 

44.1 kev gam.rna raY, i;n: th~ dec-ay of Gm
2

:
2

• Of course, the chief 

difficulty in procuring reliable ,abundance measurements lies in the 

.• u:qcertain~ie;:; involv~d with the ~xtrapolation of the low energy tail . .. . ~ . " . . . . . . . ' . . : ' . ' . . . . . - . 

.. ,_, of .. a,.giv~nJine~ .The author 1.s policy has ,bee~ t~. use well resolved 
' . .., . . . _.,. .. . . ,,. -·· . ' '' .. . . 

lines as ifTIOde1s. for determining .the tail of a line which, was not so 
.~ , • • • • ~ •I ·, ' ," • ., • ~ ' ,. t ' .,. • ' ' 

~ep resolved. ,lp. this ;case th~ 59. 6L . __ line was so used. The 
:III 

· {L1 .+. i:r...u)/~It ratio for the 59.,6 lcev g~m.ma ray is. 4. 4 :1:1. This 
! . . - J ~ ' • • • 

. , v~liJ.e is. ,in f~ir agr~e~er.tt with t};le va~.u~ of a,rol1n,d 6 · obtai;ned by 

3 
Wiplfsqn. . . ! 

' ; ' ' . ~-
F . . c 242 h . . f th . :r:om e~;n exper1ment us1ng. rn t e transrnlS_Bl;On o e 

·< ,;._,-., :~Pest,ro~e~~r WC!-s-deterrpin,ed (see Section II][~C}., From this value of 

' . 241 
.. r_:; _; ·t.r~ .. Pr_~n.l?.:qlis,s~on .{0. 3 :P~rsent}, alJ absolu~e alph?-)cou,I,lt of the Am · 

4 
:; ;;_, . s.an:lpl~, and the as.sumption r:i .0.10 59 .. 6 kev photpns ;per alpha, .the 

•.• ,. '. ·- j. '- •• • ·-. " . • • • • 

., .total. ~or.tversion coeffitientof the. 59. 6 kev, garnrn<;t was determined to 
I ' ·I I, ''•·'• '• • ·. -'• . • •' • • • . . . " ' 

be 0. 92 .::i: 0. 1. A previous.ly report.ed vaJue !or the ~ot~l conversion 
'.'' .. . ' - . ' . 

• 
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Np 
238 

spectra were perform:ed with samples sublimated onto 

palladium leaf. 

The new sublimator is mounted inside a glove box for work 

with the high level activities necessary in beta spectrometry. Of 

course, carrier free chemistry must still be carried out on the 

radioactive sample to eliminate as much extraneous mas.s as possible., 

This mass does not readily sublimate onto the leaf and thereby 

greatly reduces the sublimation yield. It may, of cours~e, in 

certain instances be possible to use the s.ublimation process as a 

means of separating certain elements from others, but to the writervs 

knowledge no extensive study has been made of its potentialities 

along this line. 

II). EXPERIMENTAL.·DATA 

A. Americium 241 

1. L lines of 59. 6, 43.4, 99, and 33.2 kev gamma rays.--

. 8 
The electron spectrum of a sample of ""2 x 10 alpha counts per 

m.inute of Am 
241 

on an aluminum leaf backing is shown in Figs. la 

and lb. The electron data are summarized in Table 1. The Am
241 

was obtained very pure by milking from the Pu
241 

parent. The 

sample was evaporated onto the backing from a .solution of the 

activitiy in distilled water .. Since samples of intense alpha activity 

such as this one can not be fla.med to make the material adhere to 

the backing, great care must be used in transferring the samples 

between the glove box where these sam-ples are prepared and the 

spectrometer. The newer technique of high geometry sublimation 

reduces this great hazard since in this case the activity forms a 

uniform, adherent layer. 
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. ····The L lines of the .59'. 6 kev· g~mma _ray are ·:fridicated by 
• I 

the numbers 9 and 11 in Fig. la. It is seen that i:ri.the' 'C'ase of the 

Li"'-LII.line the normally1 alrriost·v-e~tical f6rwa.rd edge gives the 

indication of a hip, about one.l.severith df the way do~ri f'rorn ;the peak. 

' ;•·: . 'This .may be interp:t·eted ;;i.'s evidenc~ that the ablindance'of the LII 

·lihe is perhaps ·somewhat· less'' than' that of the: ·I.£1i~e·. 'The LIU line 

-.,.:,!''was :de'arly' res'olved. ·The abunda'n'ce of the 'L1~L11 line was _corrected 

for the :presehce of the other spectri:H line· known t6 6:ccur <at the same. 

' energy, narnely'the 43. 4M line;· •A sim'ilar' cor:tecti'6ri was made for 

'the 43.4N lhie since it coiriddes .in eriergy with ·the ·59~ 6i, . The 
III 

· ·' '• 'abiihdarice·s of the 43. 4M and· 4·3. 4N line.s were infer)red ftorn :the 

43. 4~L abun(lance and the L/Mand L/N ratios' observed for the 

242 
44.1 kev gamma ·I'ay in the :decay -of Cm ·-•·- . Of course, the chief 

difficulty in procur,ing.~r·eliable abundance measurements lies in the 

.... , _,.i, l1n,c;e:[ta,~,~tie~; i!lyolv;e<;l with th~ ext:tapol~;tion o~ the low energy tail 

..... ,, ... o_!:a giye,~ lirt·~-~- The author's policy ha.:s ,be~n, to use, :welL:tes.olved 

. lines. a~ rno¢l.els for, dete.r_mining the, tail pf a line whic,h w~s not s.o 
·'· . . ' . . . 

The wep r~sol:v:~~- In this cas.e th~ 59. 6L' .· ,line :was. so t1sed. 
· III 

< {~1 + ~n>/~II r-atio.for the 59,. 6, ~e.v gamma rayis 4.4 ±,1. 
•• • J ~ • ·'· ·' 

This 

:v~.lue is j,n fair agreemei1t wit.h ,the vaJue of around 6_. :obtained by 

' 3 
, !,;.·, Wp.~fson ... , ··, .· -

. -F.r,o.m a:tl exp~riment usi11g·:Cm~4~ the tr.ans.mission of the 

E::. <, ,. ~cpe.,ctrqp1«rt~~ \Vas deterrpined {s~e Se.ction II~~C) ... Tro.m. this value of 

: 241 
_.,Jt ·-,}l,le -tr~P.S.n:t;is,sion {0. 3 percent), _an.absbl:u~e .alpha ccnmt of the Am 

4 
.... ' :;,., . •;sa_mple, -~p.g,t_he, as:aumptionci 0. 40. 59. 6 ~ev photons per. alpha, the 

!. ··::;Jotal::·~onver.sion .coeffiCient of.the 5:9.6:kev gamrna was determined to 

be 0. 92 d: 0.1. A previous.ly reported;val_u,e for th~total conversion 

i· 

/ 
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Table 1 

Americium 241 Electron Lines 

Designation Gamma _Electron Conversion Intensity 
in Fig. la energy energy shell e-/rJ. 

(kev} (kev} 

5 26.3 25.0 Nil 0.0068 

1 33. 1 10. 6 LI 0.067 

2 11.5 LII 

7 27.3 Ml 0.018 

8 28.7 MIII 0.0012 

31. 7 NI 0.004 

3 43.4 20.8 LI 0.017 

4 21. 8 LII 0.035 

6 25.8 ·LIII 0.039 

10 56.4 38.8 . Llli 0.0015 

9 59.6 3 7 0 1 LI=LII 0.236 

11 42.0 LIII 0.054 

12 54.4 MII 0.064 ' 

13 59.;2 N 0.014 

(Figure 1b) 99 0 5 ± 1 77o9 LI-LII 0.00062 

81. 5 LIII 0.00037 

95 M 0.00031 
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Fig. la. Electron spectrum of Am . 
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ff . . . ·1 5 S O'K. 11 l h t t 1 L . ff' . t coe. 1c1ent 1s :< . • e. ey r·eports t e o, a converston c;oe 1c1en. 

to be about Oo 7 which compares very favorably with our val.ue of 

0. 72 :1:: 0. 07 o The 5.9. 6 ke v gamma ray is given an El. assignment 

on the ba.sis of its total L .convers.ion coeffiCient • 

. ·Three line.s of the .spectrum we.re assignable to the Lf LII' and 

. Ln
1

lines, re.spec.tively, of a. 43.4 ± 0. 5 kev gamma ray. There are 

large uncertainties in the abundances lis.ted in Table 1, but it appears 

that the conversion ratios are -not inconsistent with the interpretation 

of the gamma as a mixture of E2 an~ Ml radiation. 
6 

As ca.n be seen 

from FJg,. la, a line as.s,igned as 26. 3N {line 5) appears superimposed 
'\ 

on the tail of th.e line as signed as 43 0 4 L- ·- {line 6 }.. From the very 
· ·III 

unc-ertain abundance of this 260 4 N line and the assumption that the 

M/N ra.tio is the same for the 26o 3 kev as for. the 59. 6 kev transition 

{bo.th have been given E! assignments}, 5 the abundance of the 26. 4M 

(lj.ne 3} line may be calculated .. This value is then s.ubtracted from Jhe 

value ·obtained for the one line which represents .both the 26. 4M and 

43. 4L. (line 3) to give the intensity of the 43. 4L line.. .~n spite of the 
~ 1 

very la.rge uncertainties involved, it is felt that ·a not insignificant fraction 

of the 43. 4 kev transitions are converting in the 1.,
1 

shell. Since no 

gamma quanta of this .energy have been observed to a very low limit, 

{<1 percent of the 59. 6 kev photon), 
4

• 
7 

the assignment'ca:nnot be El nor 

can it be of ve'ry high multipolarity since all. of the alpha particles a.re .in 

fast coincidence {<0.15 J.Lsec)
5 

with the 59. 6 kev photon. Thus we are 

.left with a very s;trong prob,ability that the. radiation is either E2 or a \ 

mi:x:tu;re .of Ml and E2. 
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Lines assignable as the L1 + LII' LIH' and Mlin'~'~'hf''a ·99.5 ±l 

kev gamma ray were observed as shown in Fig. tl).l' Tn({:~·LI + LII}/LIII 

ratio is 1. 7. Jaffe has observed a 102 kev gamm'a ray 6':0: a sCintillation 

spectrometer. 
7 

Wolfson
3 

reports electron lines of'a gamma ray of 

. : 8 .. ' 
99 kev with an ~ L

1 
+ LII)/LIII ratio of about 2, Church· reports a 

. . . 1 . • .. A 241 f gamma ray convertirtg 1n neptunium 1n a samp e conta1n1ng · m o 

98. 9 ± 0. 3 kev, which he assigns as E2 from the L 1/LIII ratio. Since 

6 
the expected ~LI + LII}/LIII ratio is L 85, the E2 assignment is 

.\c:~' -,:: u . . .i • ." reasonably certain. 

Assignment of lines of the 33.2 kev gamma ray was more difficult. 

Since Jaffe 
7 

has determined the energies of one of the two cascading 

gamma rays de=exciting the 59. 62 kev level in Np
237 

to be 26~ 38 ± 0. 04 

kev, the energy of the other by difference would be {59. 62 ±' ·o. 06} = 

{26. 38 ± 0. 04} = 33.24 ± 0.10 kev. The fact that the 26.4 kev and 

33. 2 kev gamma rays parallel the 59. 6 kev gamma ray has been 

9 established by the complex alpha spectrum. As can be seen from 

Table 1 and Fig. la, lines assignable to the L 1• LII' Mr MIII' and N1 

conversion of the 33. l kev gamma ray have been found. The Ml 

assignment was made from the fact that the L/Ln rat~o was >5 and 

that no line appeared where one would expect the 33.1L . Of course, the 
III 

presence of Auger lines in that region preclude our setting any sort of 

limit on LIII conversion. Line intensities below about 17 kev are 

attenuated because of absorption in the window of the detector. Since 

the 33. 2L line appears at 10.6 kev, it is evident that only the order of 
I 

magnitude of abundances are reliable. The fact that the line assigned 

as 33. lL stands out so prominently in spite of the increased window 
I 
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absorption gives one added confidence. in the Ml assignment. This 

assignment is consi.stent with the designation of both the 59. 6 and 

26. 4 kev gamma rays as :El transitions. 

2. Decay scheme of Am
241 

--levels in Np
237

• =-A decay scheme 

including all the presently available data is shown in Fig. 2. The 

positions of the 33 0 z.- .'59. 6, 103, and 159 kev levels w.ere established 

. 9 . . . 10 
from the complex alpha spectrum. More recent work on this alpha 

spectr.um indicate_s that the presence of a previously reported 9 alpha 

group 11 kev below the level marked 0 in Fig. 2 is due to an instrumental 

effect. The 270 kev level is found in the beta decay of u 237 . ll 

Jaffe has "observed gamma rays of -210, 168, 128, and 102 .kev in a 

scintillation spectromete.:r study. 
7 

T.he alpha groups populating the 

2TO kev and 43.8 kev levels would have been in too small abund?-nce to 
. 9 

have been ,observed by As~ro. There is considerable doubt about the 

po!'l-ition of the 168 and 128 kev gamma rays although the indicated ones 

seem ·quite rea.sonable. 

The L:ii.Iline {line 10~ of a 56.4 kev gamma wa§ observed as shown in 

Fig. la and from its abundance one can deduce a _total abundance of the 

56.4 kev transition ~assuming E2 chara.cter which is consistent with 

failure tq observe the gamma ·quanta 
4

• 
7 

}. The 56 kev transition is very 

likely an E2 since its LIIJ peak was observed. Of course it is .not at all 

impossible that the 56. 4 kev transition includes a significant fraction of 

Ml radiation since the LI peak could not be resolved. 

The maximum intensity possible for this gamma transition is 

0. 0142 per alpha .since only 1. 42 percent of the alphas populate the 

158. 5 kev state level. The 99. 5 ± 1 kev gamma ray is the o.ther 
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possible means of de=exciting the 158. 5 kev level. The total abundance 

of the 99. 5 ± 1 kev transition; i.e., photons plus electrons per alph9-, was 

determined to be 0. 0018 from ,the value of 0. 40 ± 0. 015 59. 6 kev photons 

per alpha, 
7 

the 59. 6 kev gamma conversion coefficient of 0. 92 ± 0.10, 

and a scintillation spectrometer experimental value of 0. 00056 photons 

7 
per alpha. Thus we may conclude that the 56.4 kev ~ 43.4 kev 

gamma cascade is the chief means whereby the 158. 5 kev level is 

de-excited, but that the 98. 9 kev cross:over transition is not of 

insignificant abundance. The limits of error on the absolute abundance 

of the 56. 4 kev transition's electrons ar·e sufficient to encompass the 

value of 0. 012 per alpha, which is the required value imposed by the 

alpha population to the 158. 5 kev level and the abundance of the 98. '9 

kev transition. 

The 26. 4 kev transition has been assigned El character on the . 

basis of its total conversion coeffiCient. This value ~4. 75 ± 1. 5} was 

deduced from alpha populations of each level, the value of 0. 40 ± 0. 015 

59. 6 kev photons per alpha,4 the total conversion coefficient of the 59. 6 ~ev 

gamma ray {0. 92 ± 0.10}, the value of 0. 04 26. 4 kev photons per alpha 

deduced from the work of Beling and co-workers, 4 and the assumption 

that the decay scheme shown in Fig. 2 is correct for all states below 

the 158. 5 kev level. From this value of the total conversion coefficient 

and the L/M + N ratio of the 59. 6 kev El transition {assuming they are 

the sam:e for both transitions), the total L. conversion coefficient may 

be calcula.ted to be 3. 75 ± 1. 2. This rules out an Ml or E2 assignment 

6 
and is in fair agreement with that expected for an El assignm·ent {2·, 3}. 
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Assuming the assignments of E2 character .{wi.th<;lpossible 

admixture of Ml) for the 98. 9,;43. 4, and 56. 4 kev ,transitions, El 

character for the 59. 6 and 26.4 kev transit~ons, and Ml character for 

the 33.1 kev transition are correct,, we may ,spe~u1ate: as to spin 

designations for the levels in Np 
23 7

. The ground state spin has been 

measured and found to be 5/2. 
12

' 13 If the parity .of.the' ground state is 

assumed to be odd, then the parity of the 33.1, 59. 6, 103, and 158. 5 

kev levels .must be odd, even, even, and ev,en, respectively. If the first 

excited state is the only observed le~el of an odd parity "rotational 

band1114 and the.next three higher levels are .part of an even parity 

11band11
, then the levels are as follows: 

9/2+ ---- 1~8: 5 
7/2+ ---,.----103.0 

5/2+ 

7/2-----

5/2~ 

59.6 

33. 1 

0 

The 128 and 168 kev gamma rays which have been observed in 

~6 
very low abundance {0. 000056 per alpha and 6. 3 x 10 per alpha, 

respectively)
7 

might possibly represent the transitions from the 11/2+ 

level {expected at 227 kev above ground) of the even parity band to the 

103 kev and 59. 6 kev levels respectiv~ly. The next higher negative 

parity level is expected about 76 kev above the ground state. This level 

has not been observed from the alpha decay, but its abundance is expected 

to be low from the trends in hindrance factors. 
14 

.Electron lines were observed which could be assigned to the L 1-LII 

conversion of gamma rays of 168. 5 and 209. 8 kev. However, these lines 

were of such low and uncertain intensity that no detailed arguments can 



~ be made from the data with any rea's.onable .confidence~ · An unassigned 

electron line of 118 kev was a!lso observed. 

B. Americium 242m anci'242 

1. · L lines of the 4L 0 and the, 43. 3 kev transitions in the decay 

:·.:·' ofA:m242m~ ~ .. The two isomers of Am 242 with·half~lives of 16 hours 

.. ;, and about 100 years, respectively,. were .first observed as .neutron 

. .. ··, , d . f. 241 15-17 .. 1 ' T . 1" d capture pro ucts o Am . · The ow energy e'.Lectron 1nes an 

·;:·:. beta spectrurrl of the 16-hour isomer were studied previously by 0 1Kelley · 

,r .' 

.l· ;· ;~al.'18 Their work is summarized in Figs. 3 and·4. 

. :: ~~-

·:::'· · The sample us:ed in the present investigation was produced by a 

neutron borribardm'ent of Am
241 

in the MTR reatto·r··at Arc·o, ·Idaho. 

The low energy line spectrum obse:ived. from'i.:this sample appears in 

Fig. 6. The gene·rat features of this spectrum and its interpretation 

. . 19 . . b were d1scussed by Hoff.· However, a revised set of a undances for 

the various lines will be presented,· inasmuch as the relative L shell 

conversion coefficients are of primary interest here. This revised list 

oi lin.e ~bur;_dances a:ppears .in Table 2. ···It was obt~in~~lfrom the same 
. .. 19· .· : . ' . . . 
data .Hoff ·.used, but is based upon a more d·etailed analysis of the line 

shapes. It is, however, still subject to v~ry iarge, ~nc~rtah1ties for 

s:ever~lreason~. ·The first is the un~ertainty'i:ri..the exact level of 

scatte~'ed electron background .. It is here assurnedto be' equal to the 
: . :. .' .{ ···; ,·· 

level of the sp.echum at 0. 38 amperes .. 4 .second fador is the unknown 

abundance o.f L Auger ~lectrons which.accentuate the intensity of the low 

energy tail of the 17. 3 kev line. ·The third and probably most s.erious 

factor is the uncertainty involved in determi~ing the low energy tail of 

unresol"ed iines. 
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Table 2 

Revised Intensities of Am 242m Electron Lines 

Electron Conversion Revised 
energy shell intensities 
(kev} {Arbitrary Units) 

17.3 CmLII 520 

22.0 CmLIII 380 

35.5 
CmMII J 

380 
36.5 CmMIII or MIV 

39.9 CmN (PuM?) 100 

20.9 PuLII 210 

25.5 PuLIII 150 

-16.5 CmM and N 500 
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With such uncertainties as these involved) the<arguments based 

upon line intensities must be cautiously used. ' The LII/LIII conversion 

ratios are 1. 37 ± 0. 4 and 1. 4 ± 0. 4 for the 41. 0 and 43.3 kev gamma 

rays respectively. Of course, the fact that the LII and LIII conversion 

electrons are of largest intensity indicates the r~.adiation is quadrupole 

or higher multipole electric radiations since El and all magnetic 

radiations are expected to exhibit marked L
1 

conversion lines. 
6 

The 

assignment of E2 character to both the 41. 0 and 43. 3 kev radiations 

is consistent with the regularities noted among first excited states 

of even-even nuclei
20

• 
21 

and the theoretical calculations of 

6 
Gellman et al. 

242m 242 
2. ,Miscellaneous data on Am and Am . ~-The beta 

spectra of both the isomers of Am
242 

were run with separate samples. 

Both gave straight line Fermi~Kurie plots within the limits of 

0 242m 
experimental error. The end po1nt of the 16 hour Am beta 

spectrum occurred at 620 ± 10 kev while that of the long-lived Am
242 

occurred at 585 ± 10 kev. No electron lines were observed in the 

long-lived Am
242 

spectrum which could not reasonably be ascribed to 

241 242 0 

the Am , and Cm also present 1n the sample. 

Th 0 d 0 0 f h A 242m b h e 1ntegrate 1ntens1ty o, t e m eta spectrum at t e 

time the electron spectrum shown in Fig. 5 was taken amounted to 

-1900 ± 500 arbitrary units. This gives the value 0. 7 ± 0. 2 for the 

fraction of the Am
242

m beta decay populating the first ~xcited state of 

Cm
242

. Hof£ 1 s 19 estimate of this fraction was larger (-1. 0) since he 

included the low-energy shoulder of the 41,~ OL line with the abundance 
, II 

of that line. The subtraction of this shoulder from the 41. OL line 
II 
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· abundance is reasonably justified by the expected presence of L Auger 

lines in this region. Using the value of 0.- 57 for the ·Lu sheU 

fl . 0 ld 'o b Ki 22 [ hi h 0 

• 0 43 f h L uorescence y1e g1Ven y nsey · ~w · c gives . or t e II 

Auger yield}, the expected abundance of all the LII Augers: from the 

~{line · abundances would be about 500 arbitrary units. The presence 

of L
1 

Augers in the same region from L
1 

electron capture~9 added to 

the· abundance of this line also. Thus, one can conclude that there are 
. . 

present sufficient L
1 

or LII Auger electrons to account for the abundance 

assigned to the line in question. 

3 D h f A 242m d A 242 S . . t . ecay sc erne o rn an m ··. ~-. orne very recen 

coincidence experiments performed by Stephens
23 

.. at this laboratory 

•• 0 242m 
indicate 48 :!:: 5 percent and 52 :!:: 5 percent branchm:gs of Am beta 

decay to the first excited and ground states of Crn
242

, · respectively. 

These. experiments lend added support to the necessity for· a .reinterpreta~ 

. tion of the 41. OL. line intensity. Sirniiar experirn·ents performed by 
II . 

Step'hens
23 

on the lohg-lived Arn
242 

indicate a branching of 42·± 5 per~ 

cent for its beta decay to the first excited state of Crn 
242

, the remainder 

again populating the ground state. The limits of error quoted above 

for the percent of br~nching .do not include possible errors from 

uncertainties in 1~ the value 0. 5 used for the L Auger yield and, 2} the 

value 0. 8 used for. the fraction'{L conversion electrons )/~total convers.ion 

electrons~ for the 41. 0 :!:: 2 kev gamma transition. 

Recent experiments perforrn·ed by Church 
8 

give energies of 

42. 2 :!:: 0. 3 and 44. 6 :!:: 0. 3 kev, respectively,. for the gamma rays 

following Arn
242

rn beta and electron capture decay, respectively. These 

agree with the values reported here within the limits of our absolute 
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error which because of calibration difficulties was ±2 kev. Consistent 

with the work of the author, Chu.rch also failed to observe any 

electron lines which could be ascribed to the isomeric transition. 

The absence of any electron lines ascribable to the isomeric 

transition and the low intensities of americium L. x~rays 7 
leads one 

to set an upper limit of about 6 percent on the relative:intensity of the 

isomeric transition. Church
24 

interprets this absence of any observeable 

isomeric transition as indicating a spin difference of at least three 

between the two isomers. This interpretation is not at all consistent 

with the recent results of Stephens
23 

which shows that both isomers 

beta decay primarily to the ground (0+) and first excited states (2+} of 

Cm 
242

. This peculiar situation leads one to think that the spin of both 

isomers might be zero and that they have different parities. This is 

reasonably consistent with the ft values only if the Gamow-Teller 

selection rules are assumed to apply.. A gamma transition between 

a 0+ and a 0- state is absolutely forbidden both to emission of orbital 

electrons and to emission of gamma quanta. 

Of course, another consequence of Stephens' results is that the 

beta spectrum maximum energies observed for each isomer quite 

probably correspond to the beta group populating the ground states of 

Cm
242 

in each case. Thus the revis.ed decay scheme given by Ho££
19 

must again be revised in light of these more recent experiments. 

There are sufficient u.ncertainties remaining, however, so as to 

preclude the drawing of a unique decay scheme. 
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C. Curhl.in 242 

1. L lines of 44.1 :1: 0. 5 and 102. 0 ±'1 kev gamm;~ 'rays .. u 

· Previous studies on the electron spectra have-been ·made 'by' Prohaska, 
25 

Dunlavey and Seaborg, 
26 

and O'Kelley. 
1 

Pr·ohask'a> fouhd .coincidences 

between elect·rons of 37. 5 and 25 kev'and aipha pa.rtitles.; 'Using the 

.photographic em.ulsion technique, Dunlavey •and Seabor•g observed 

Land M electrons corresponding to a gamma r·ay of about"45 kevin 

, . coincidence with alpha particles. Using the sain~ instrument as the 

:, . author, O'Kelley observed Land M electrons corresponding to a· 

gamma ray of 43 kev. Asaro 9 has investigated the complex alpha 

f C 242 · · · · · h Th . . t - spectrum o ' m · us1ng a magnehc spectr~grap • - · e presen 

-··study wa$ undertaken with the purpo·s~ of obtaining Lu/LIII con

version ra,tios for the 44.1 and the 102. 0 kev gamma rays. 

' -

. b £ c 242 Two samples were made ·from a out one microgram o m . 

.:The curium had been obtained from neutron bomba.rdments of Am 
241 

and was chemically very pure. Both ·sampl'es were evaporated from 

a solution on a palladium leaf backing. 

The electron spectra obtained with the two .samples are presented 

in Figs.· 6a and 6b. The more intense sample (about 5 x Io9 ·alpha 

- disintegrations per minute) was used for the very low intensity electron 

lines from the -102 kev transition. The lines of the more abundant 

44· kev transitions were run on an accurately alpha counted sample of 

2. 1 x 10
8 

disintegrations per minute. _From the integrated abundanc~ of 

the lines of the_ 44 kev transition {assuming 100 percent conversion }, 9 

a knowledge of the limiting inherent resolution of the spectrometer at 

the time of the experiment (1 percent), the accurate alpha count of the 
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sample, and a knowledge of the alpha population to the levels' in 

C 242 t Fo 7\ h. . 0 0 f h 0 • • b m ~see 1g. • p, ~t.. ~:: trahsml!3SlOn·o · t erlnStrliment can e 

calculated, ·The value thus obtained w:as .0. 3 percent of 41t~ . 

. Table 3 presents the data· obtained 'from,ithe two,samples of 

242 
Gm ·. , ,. ·. The lin~ abundances were normalized 6n the. 44. IN line 

which was observed for both samples. The LII/LIII conversion 

ratio of the 44:;1 kev·g·am~a r_aycalculated ~rom_the data is 1. 43 ± 0. 2 . 

. • . Uncertainties 'in determining the low •ener gy tails of the incompletely 

.r:esolved, LII and. Lni' li~es _are the chief. reason' for the ·large limits of 

" .err.or quoted abqve; The. presence ,of _LAuger e'lectrons in. the region 

pf the low energy tail of the 4.4.1L' line adds .even more·.u:ncertainty to 
II 

_. .·the abundance of this line.· ... ~ · .. , · .. , .. ,: . ·. .i.' • • 

'f!'•'. 

r:. , .,,. , , . )·. . . , :Table 3 '·. 
., ·; I ·,-. 

i,r .. ·· 

.Gf-1-m~a .. 
transition 

(kev) 

44. 1. 

. -

i< 

·''• •' 

C.urium 242 ·Electron· Lines. 

. .. Elect:t:on 
energy 
_(kevL .. _ 

21.7. 

,26. p. ,., 

cl' ~9. o· .. , 

;42.8 

Convers.ion .. 
shell 

"'· ._ Ab.undance 
(Arbitrary Units} 

.. ) ' : 

PuLir 

PuLIII 

'-·; ,;: -, 12 . .1 

.,., 8.4 

.... PuM11 - '· 5.1 

, .- .. rPuNii .. • _,., 0.9 

t.. 19. 7· .. · l ... , .•. _.Pp.LII ' ~·. '· )/ -';-'0. 001 

' 84 •. 0, 

in roughly the same intensity from the present work. The errors are 
~ri • ' ~ ' I ' ' ' •' ' I (, l '• 'I . J.) :. : .1 ~ ·•' ! •, •) • .. , • .'. I I '·; ' i t• .~ i,; 

quite large in these relative intensity measurements. This same 
r : ~ L .J .. • I ( . ! ' I . ..•, ' 

gamma transition has been investigated .from a sample of Np 
238 

by 
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27 238 
SHttis et al., and by the author (see Np ' · }. As can be seen from 

Fig. 6b; the scattered electron background is very high. Thi:s high 

scattered electron background is due . .to the very high int'en·sity of 

electrons from the 44.1 kev transition relative to those Of the 102. 0 kev 

transition. SHitis et aL,
2 7 

report an LII/ LIII .ratio. for the 102. 0 kev 

transition of 1. 55. 

2 D h 1 1 . p 238 Th k . . ecay sc erne -- . eve s 1n u . ~- · e pres.ent wor . .1s 

consistent with an E2 assignment for both the 44.1 kev and 102. 0 kev 

transitions. The high total conversion coefficients {640 and 5, 

respectively9) definitely rule out El assignments and the absence 

of appreciable L
1 
conver~ion:27 in each case rule out any magnetic 

multipole assignments. 
6 

.Since the lifetimes of the first two excited 

states of Pu
238 

have been found by coincidence experiments on Np
23

B 

~o be of the o~der .of micro seconds, it can be assumed that the .two 

radiations errtitted in the decay ofthese two excited states are El,. E2, 

Ml, or M2. Thus we can consider the E2 assignmentest~blished for 

2.8 

238 
both the 102. 0 and the 44.1 kev transitions. Work by the author on Np 

·(se.e Np
238

) sets a low limit on the amount of Ml radiation admixed 

with the well~established E2 radiations. 

The energies determined by.SUttis ~ al.,
27 

for these two gamma 

rays wer·e 44.1 :1: 0.1 kev and 102.1 ± 0. 2 kev. These values .are in 

excellent agreement with those obtained in the present study, namely 

44. 1 :1: 0. 5 kev and 102.1 ± 1 kev. The limits of error in the latter 

values were based upon uncertainties in calibration of the spectrometer. 

The use of three signHicant figur·es .is justified by the much sma,ller 

uncerta.inties in energy differences. 
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The author was not able to assign a number of electron lines of low 

intensity, two of which are shown in Fig. 6b. It is not impossible, 

energy=wise, that some of these lines arise from an unknown amount 

of Cm
243 

contamination or from the 157 kev radiation observed by 

9 . 242 
Asaro 1n Cm decay. The abundance of the line {not shown} which 

might be assigned as one of the L lines of a 157 kev. gamma ray is 

of about the intensity expe-cted from the work of Asaro.- 9 

A decay scheme which incorporates the latest available data 

is shown iri Fig. 7. The spin of the second excited state could equally 

well be 0+ or 2+; 

D. Neptunium 238 

L L lines of the 44.1 and 102. 0 kev gamma rays. =-Neptunium 238 

was .first produced by Seaborg -~ al. 
29 

in bombardments of uranium 

with.l6 Mev deuterons. Of the Jour groups of workers who have 

b 1 · h d" fN 23827,28,30,3lt su sequent y 1nvestigated t e ra 1ations o p wo 

have used methods similar to those used in the present study. 
27

• 
28 

The purpose of the present inves,tigation was to obtain more 

accurate mea.surements of the L conversion ratios for the 44.1 kev 

and 102. 0 kev gamma rays. 

The sample of Np
238 

used was produced by neutron bombardment 

237 . 
of around one milligram of Np in the MTR reactor at Arco, Idaho. 

Chemical purification was achieved by using procedures which included 

an oxidation-re~uction cycle and a final anion column separation. It 

should be noted that a significant amount of Np 
239 

was produced by the 

d d . . h" b b d The-Np_ 239 
secon or er neutron capture reaction 1n t 1s om ar ment. 

was detected by the observation of certain of its more intense -electron 



lines. {See Fig. 8}. The unmarked lines are those from Np
239

. 

The Np
238 

.sample was prepared by sublimation of the activity 

from a tantalum filament onto a palladium leaf backing. Samples pre~ 

pared in this way were invisible. 

A momentum plot of part of the low energy electron spectrum of 

N 238 . h . F' 8 p 1s s own 1n . 1g. . Lines of the 102. 0 kev gamma are not shown. 

The striking feature of the spectrum is the absence of low energy tails 

on the 44.1L and 44.1L lines. The use of the sublimation technique 
.II III 

of sample preparation is responsible for the absence of the low energy 

tails. The electron line data are summarized in Table 4. 

Gamma 
energy 
(kev) 

44. 1 ± 0. 5 

102.0±1 

Table 4 

Neptunium 238 Electron Lines 

Electron Conversion 
energy shell 
{kev} 

21. 0 PuL1 

21. 8 PuLII 

26.0 PuLlli 

38.7 PuMII 

39.7 PuMIII 

42.6 Pu!:N 

78.9 PuL
1 

79.7 PuLII 

83.9 PuL!Il 

Intensity 
{Arbitrary Units) 

<5 

156 

124 

37 

27 

20 

<2 

6.5 

4.0 
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Fig. 8. Electron lines of Np
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The value (obtained in the present study) of 1. 26 ± 0. 05 for the 
i. ·. , ... , 

44. 1 kev : LI/LIII ratio is in reasonably good agree~e~t .W~ththe 

value 1. 35 obtained by SUftis et al. 
27 

and in only fair agreement with 

th 1 1 43 bt . d f h . . f 11 . c 242 1 h e va ue . o a1ne or t e same trans1t1on o. ow1ng m . a p a 

decay. It should be noted that in the present study there was almost 

no uncertainty in the delineation of the low energy tails of the 44. lL 
II 

and 44. lL lines. In none of the previous investigations was this 
.III 

uncertainty absent. Thus the line intensity determinations in the present 

work are subject to much smaller errors than those of previous studies. 

Because of the presence of lines of the Np 239 impurity and 

K Auger lines in the same energy region, the measured intensities of 

the 102L and 102L lines are somewhat uncertain. However, the value 
II III 

.} 62 ± 0. 2 for the 102. 0 kev LII/ LIII ratio is in good agreement with the 

yalue given by SHitis ~ al. 
27 ~1. 56}, but in poor agreement with the value 

{about 1} obtained for the sa;me transition following Cm 
242 

alpha decay. 

The poor agreement with the Cm
242 

results can probably be ascribed to 

the use of an inferior method of sample preparation and the large uncer-

. . . 1" h . h 242 . . . ta1nt1es 1n 1ne s apes 1n t e Cm 1nveshgahon. 

As indicated in Table 4, limits of <3 percent and <15 percent can be 

set for the amount of LI conversion of the 44. 1 kev and the 102. 0 kev 

gamma rays, respectively. These values ar·e in agreement with the 

calculations of Gellman et al. 
6 

for electric quadrupole radiations. 

Thus an E2 assignment for both these gamma rays is justified. The 

absence of appreciable L
1 

conversion in each case rules out the Ml and 

.. El assignments. 

The present work confirms the spin assignment made for the first 

two excited states of Pu
238 

made by Asaro.9 and SUitis e! al. 
27 

A 
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unique decay scheme cannot be drawn which is consistentwith all the 

available data. However, it is felt that the ground, first excited, and 

s:econd excited states in Pu238 have been established as s_hown in Fig. 7, 

with the possibility existing that the second excited state has a spin of 

0+ or 2+. 

E. Thallium 198m 

1. . L .lines of the 4.8. 4, 261. 5, and 284 kev gamrria rays.-- A 

l. 9=hour isotope of thallium was first observed artd assigned to TI
198 

by Orth et aL 32 Recently this activity has been independently assigned 

by two different gro.ups of investigatorsto the decay of an isomeric 

state. The previously unobse.rved ground state decays by electron 

capture to Hgl98 with a half-life of 5. 3 ± 0 . .5 hours. 

Michel and Ternpleton33 of this laboratory pr~duced these 

' ··t• "t" b th A 1971d 3 \Tl198 . . - h. 1. 'b . I .. 60 . h ac 1v1 1es y e u \ , n 1 · reacbon 1n t e a oratory s -1nc 

cyclotron.· Mass s:~pa_ration was made on a time-of-flight isbtope 

separator
2 

and the 1. 75-hour and 5. 3=hour activities shown tb be TI
198

• 

B.ergstrt:Jm, Hill, and DePasquali
34 

at the University of illinois 

produced the same activities by bombarding mercury ·with.lL5-Mev 

deuterons. Among the many electron liries they observedwere several 

approximately 1. 9 -hour lines assignable td two gamma rays cdnverting 

iri thallium with energies of 282. 4 and 260. 7 kev, and a third gamma ray 

of 48. 7 kev whose assignment was not unambiguous~ The authors 

suggested that all three gamma rays were in cascade ·from an: . .isomeric 

state having the unusually high spin of 9 with. odd parity. Bec.ause oi the 

unusual decay scheme suggested, the ambiguity of the 48. 7 kev gamma 

ray's assignment, and the uncertainties in the photographically determined 



intensities, further work on this isomer was thought to.be desirable. 

In this investigation 1 mil gold foil was bombarded ,in the 

laboratory1 s 60=inch cyclotron with 40 Mev heHum ions to produce the 

Tl
198m by the ld 3 ~ · ~ , np reachon. This choice of foU thickness and 

bombarding energy was effective in minimizing the production of Tl199 . 

The thallium was chemically separated from the gold target 

by the following process: l} the gold was dissolved in aqua regia 

leaving the gold and thallium in solution as Au +3 and Tl+3 ions, 

respectively; 2) sulfur dioxide gas was bubbled through the solution 

to reduce the +3 +1 Tl to Tl and the gold to the metal; 3} the solution 

+l +3 was centrifuged and supernatant containing Tl and traces of Au 

carried through varying purification procedures including an ethyl 

, acetate extraction and a~ anion column separation; 4) the final step 

in the purification procedure was the use of a column containing 

Dowex A=.Z anion resin. Hydrochloric acid was used as the eluant. 

The. solution containing thallium was passed through the column in 

6 M HCl after first oxidizing the Tl+ to Tl+3 with per sulfate. The TI+
3 

sticks at the top under these conditions. Successively more dilute 

hydrochloric add solutions were used for washing out irppurities, 5) the 

Tl+3 was finally stripped from the column with water saturated with 

sulfur dioxide gas. This carrier=free solution was used to make the 

spectrometer samples. 

The only sample prepared which gave well resolved electron 

peaks was one in which the thallium was vaporized onto ~- palladium 

leaf from a tungsten filament. The paUadium leaf had a thickness of 

2 
157 f,Lg/cm . This vaporized sample had the dimensions 1 mm x 6 mm. 
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The experimental data a:re summarized in Table 5. The spectrum 

itself is shown in Figs. 9a and 9b. The K Auger lines are discus sed 

below. The L Auger lines were also observed, but no inferences can 

be made therefrom because of the larg~ and uncertain window 

absorption correction necessary at such low energies. fu. Table 5 

the gamma ray energies are also given. Except for the 48.4 kev 

34 
gamma ray, the energy values of the Illinois group are more accurate 

and will be used in the following discussion. 

It should be mentioned that there was initially present a very 

small percentage of 7. 4 hour Tl
199 

The only Tl199 electron line which 

coincided with any of those from T.I198
m was the 50. 0 L . This line was 

. I 

of insignificant abundance at the time the 48. 4L and 48. 4L lines of 
198 . . ·II . III . 

Tl m were observed, but s.everal hours later it was a useful calibration 

point for determining the energy of the 48. 4 kev gamma ray. 

The ratios given in Table 5 depend considerably upon the half~life 

assumed when the decay corrections were made. The limits of error 

do not necessarily encompass those introduced by the unknown 

uncertainty in half-life. We used a half-life value of 1. 75 hours, which 

was measured by Michel and Templeton
33 

on a separated sampl,e. 

34 
Be:rgstrtJm and co-workers found that the 260. 7 kev gamma ray 

was definitely the cascade initiator, being of the M3 or M4 type with a 

possible admixture of electric radiation. Our K/L ratio (1. 0) is in 

excellent agr.eement with that for pure M4 radiation. 35 ~ 37 According 

to the curves of Tralli and Lowen, 
38 whe~e LIII/L

1 
is plotted as a 

function of z 2 
/E, the isomeric transition would be of M3 type (Lin/LI = 

0. 80 for M~ and 1. 4 for M4). However, these curves are based on 
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Table 5 

Thallium 198m Electron Lines 

Gamma Electron Conversion . Abundance Conversion 
energy energy shell (Arbitrary ratios 

(kev) (kev) Units) 

48. 4 ± 0. 2 (33.1) Tl L 1 <1. 5 LII/LIII = L ll ± 0. 1 

33.7 T1 LII 37.3 

35.8 Tl LUI 33.6 

45.2 
Tl Mil J 18.9 

45.6 T1 MIII 

47.4 T1 N
1 

5.3 

261.5*2 177 T1 K 44:.3 K/ L = 1. 0 ± 0. 1 

246 T1 L
1 

26.0 

249 T1 LIII 17.8 

257 T1 M N 11. 9 

284 ± 3 199 T1 K 19. 1 K/L = 9 ± 1 

268 T1 L
1 

2. l 
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Fig. 9a. Thallium 198m electron spectrum. 
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. Fig. 9b. Thallium 198m electron spectrum. 
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approximate calculations and were performed for Z = 35. Mihelich
39 

has reported a summar·y of experimental LnrfL
1 

conversion ratios 

for some M4 transitions in the region of atomic number around thallium. 

Fi~. 10 shows this data with the inclusion of our value of 0. 68 ::1: 0. 07 

6 . 198m 
for the 2 0. 7 kev gamma ray of Tl . It is apparent that a smooth 

curve could be drawn through the experimental points shown, 

t . . M4 . . t ·t· f Tll98m suppor 1ng an · 1somer1c . rans1 10n or. . . 

The experimental mean life of the 260. 7 kev gamma ray may 

be calculated using the theoretical K conversion coefficients for M4 

radiation from the tables of Rose~ aL 
40 

(18), our 2 60. 7 K/~ 260 

ratio (0. 44), and the half=life of the isomeri.c state {1. 75 hours~. The 

mean life thus calculated is 3. 7 x 10
5 

seconds. The theoretical value 

one obtains using the nomogr·am of Weisskopf1 s lifetime-ene.rgy=spin 

formula prepared by Montalbetti
41 

is 5 x 10
5 

seconds. This agreement 

may be fortuitous. However, the M4 assignment is reasonable from the 

comparisons which have been made with existing theories and empirical 

correlations. 

Because of the high intensity of the Tl
199 

50. 0 L line, Bergstrelm ..=.!. al. 
34 

I 
were unable to resolve the 48. 4L line. As a result they designated 

III 
the 48. 4L line as 48. 7 L . The two lines observed in this study can 

. II I 199 
only be an ~II~LIII pair, and using the 50. OL

1
line of Tl as a standard, 

one arrives at an energy of 48. 4 ::1: 0. 2 kev for the gamma ray. The 

LII/LIU ratio is in better agreement with E2 (1. 6) than with El (about 1. 8) 

or Ml (about 900), although only Ml· can be ruled out on this basis. 
6 

The 

El assignment was eliminated by a scintillation spectrometer experiment 

which determined the total conversion coefficient of the gamma ray to be 
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M4 transitions in the regio;n of atomic 

numbers .near 80 versus energy in kev. 
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greater than 10. Therefore, the E2 assignment seems to be the only 

reasonable one. 

The Illinois group has shown the 260. 7 and 282. 4 kev gamma rays 

to be converting in thallium. Coincidence rreasurements performed by 

23 
Stephens of this laboratory have shown the 282. 4 kev gamma ray to 

be in coincidence with K x-rays. Thus it appears that the 282.4 kev 

and 260. 7 kev gamma rays are in cascade. Assuming no electron 

capture from excited states of Tl
198 

the K conversion coefficient of 

the 282. 4 kev gamma ray can be calculated from the intensity ratio 

(282K)/{260K + L + M ... ).-··-The value {0. 24) thus obtained may 

indicate a mixture of E2 ·(0. 076) and Ml {0. 52} radiations. 
40 

The high 

K/L ratio (9 ± 1) of this gamma ray supports an Ml assignment. 
37 

· If the 48:4 kev gamma ray is emitted in cascade with the other 

two and is assumed to be E2 radiation, the total intensity of its conversion 

electrons should equal the total intensity of those of the 260. 7 kev gamma 

ray. As can be seen from Table 5, these intensities are equal within 

experimental error. This does not exclude the possibility of an 

approximately 50 percent electron capture branching from the 1. 75 

hour isomeric state, with the 48 kev transition taking place in Hi
98 

The LII-LIII bindi11;g energy differences are too s.imilar in mercury 

and thallium to allow an assignment on that basis. However, if electron 

c_apture were occurring, one would expect gamma rays from levels in 

Hg
198 

in high intensity with a 1. 75 hour half-life. A scintillation 

spectrom·eter experiment gave no indication of such gamma rays. Thus, 

it may be concluded that the three gamn1a rays are very probably 

emitted in cascade as suggested by the Illinois group. 
34 
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2. 
198m 

Spin assignments == Decay scheme of Tl . ==Hone as!iiumes 

that the assignments of multipolarity are correct and that the three 

gamma. rays are in cascade, a tentative decay scheme can be 

constructed (see Fig. 11) in which the spin difference between the 1. 75 
• 

hour Tl
198

m and the 5. 3 hour TI
198 

can be as high as 7 with a parity 

change. The fact that no crossover radiation was observed supports 

this large spin -difference. The posidons of the 282. 4 kev and the 

48. 4 kev transitions may be as shown in Fig. 11 == or reversed. The 

spin alternative to the left in Fig. 11 is based on the assumption of a 

198 34 
2- ground state for Tl . The alternative to the right is based on 

the assumption of a coupling between the spins of the 8lst proton and 

the 117th neutron. The 260. 7 kev M4 transition would then represent 

a tr.ansition of the 8lst proton from an h
11

/ 2 to a d
3

/ 2 configuration, the 

117th neutron remaining in an £
5

/
2 

configuration; the 282.4 kev Ml + E2 

transition may perhaps represent a transition of the same proton 

between the d
3

/
2 

and s
1
/ 2 configurations, the neutron again remaining 

in the f
5

/
2 

configuration; the 48. 4 kev E2 transition then represents a· 

transition of the odd neutron from the £
5

/ 2 to a p 1/ 2 configuration, 

the proton remaining in an s
1
; 2 configuration. This interpretation, of 

course, is extremely speculative. 

198 
Also shown in Fig. U is the electron capture decay from Pb 

42 
which wa.s observed by Neumann and Perlman. H the 25 minute 

198 198m . 198 · 198m 
Pb parent of Tl 1s the 0+ ground state of Pb , then Tl 

must have a low spin and T1
198 

must have a high spin. The assignment 

of a high spin to TI
198 

is in sharp disagreement with the interpretation 

34 
of its electron capture decay given by Bergstr!:jm and co=workers. 
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MU-72!57 

Fig; 11. 198m Decay scheme of Tl . 
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198 
These workers 1 data indicate that the electron capture decay of Tl 

goes predominantly to the 2+ first excited state of Hg
198 

Thus of the 

198 198m 
two isomeric states of Tl the l. 75 hour Tl mo_st probably has 

the higher spin. The fact that other even-even lead isotopes have high 

· · · h Pb198 . h 1 h F 1 sp1n 1somers suggests t at m1g t a so ave one. or examp e, 

204 43 44 
the isomeric state of Pb · has been suggested to be 6+ or 7-. 

45 
Very recently Maeder and Wapstra have found indication of a 9-

isomeric state in Pb 
202

• Alburger 
46 

as signed the isomeric level in 

Pb
206 

as 7-. 

If Pb
198

m has a similar high spin, direct electron capture decay 

f h . h · Pb198m t h" h · Tl198m ld b "bl rom a 1g sp1n o a :~.g sp1n . wou e poss1 e. 

It may, therefore~ be concluded that there is indeed another case of 

. . . Pbl98 1somer1sm 1n • 

3. Auger elect;on spectrum.== The K Auger electrons emitted 

198 198m 
in the K electron capture of the 5. 3 hour Tl daughter of Tl 

were investigated. Although some K x-rays of thallium were present 

from the K conversion of the 260. 7 kev and the 282.4 kev gamma rays, 

greater than 70 percent of those present were those of mercury. Because 

of the presence of the K Auger Hnes of two adjacent elements the 

assignment of resolved lines becomes somewhat ambiguous. However, 

reliable relative intensities of the KL L , KL Y and KX Y {where X 
p q p q p q 

and Y refer to" the M, N, etc~ atomic orbitals) groups of lines can be 

obtained from the data. These relative intensities would correspond to 

those for an atomic number between 80 and 81. 

The K Auger spectrum uncorrected for decay is shown in Fig. ~2. 

The decay corrections were not large since all the Hnes were observed 

within a period of L 5 hours. Using a half-life of four hours for decay 
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198 198m K Auger electrons of Tl -Tl • 

· KXpYq 

.52 
Mu-72118 
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corrections, the ratio KL L :KL Y :KX Y becomes 1. 0:0. 53±0. 05: 
p q p q p q 

0. 063 ± 0. 02. The half~life used for decay correction was taken as the 

observed decay period of one of the initial points o:ri the spectrum. 

47 
Broyles reports the value 1. 0:0. 7±0.15 for the KL L :KL Y 

p q p q 

of merc!-lry. The limits of error of Broyles' and the present work 

mutually encompass the ratio 1.,0:0. 56. Thus the present work is in 

fair agreement with Broyles' results. However, it is not in good 

agreement with the theoretical calculations of Pincherle. 
48 

Piricherle 1 s 

value for the KL L :KL Y :KX Y ratio is 1. 00:0.71.6:0.103 using non~ 
p q p q p q 

relativistic unscreened, hydrogen-like wave functions. These ratios 

are supposed to be good for all atomic numbers. However, since 

relativistic effects are much greater at larger· atomic numbers one 

would not expect close agreement with Pincherle 1s values .. Massey and 

Bur hop 49 have found that consideration of relativity increases the 

theoretical KLL Auger yield. If similar relativistic effects have 

less influence on the KL Y and KX Y Auger yields, the discrepancy 
p q p q 

between the results of the present work and the calculations of 

Pincherle 
48 

would be resolved. 

F. Protactinium 228 

1. L lines ass.igned to 57.8 and 130 kev gamma rays.== 

Protactinium 228 was first produced by Ghiorso et al. 
50 

in bombard-

ments of thorium with 80 Mev deuterons .. These workers found the 

EC/a branching ratio to be about 50. No previous work has been 

reported on the electron spectrum of Pa 
228 

·since the inve.stigators 

mentioned above studied on~y the alpha particle radiations of these 

isotopes.· 
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A sample of Pa
228 

also containing some Pa
232

, Pa
230

, ,and 

Pa
229 

was optained from a bombardment of thorium with 115 Mev 

protons. Because of the presence of a visible amount of solid 

material in the final protactinium fraction, it was decided to use a 

0. 001-inch thick platinum counting disk for the sample backing. 

229 230 232 
Because of the presence of Pa , Pa , and Pa no 

unambiguous assignments can be made for. four prominent lines 

appearing at 22, 26, 30, and 33 kev. However,. relatively certain 

assignments can be made for four electron lines at 38. 2, 41. 5, 110, 

and 114 kev, respectively. As seen in Table 6 these lines have been 

assigned to gamma rays in Th
228 

which have been previous-ly obs·erved 
'\ 

. A 228 b . d 51 . h l b d . 1n c eta m1nus ecay. T e gamma rays are a s.o o serve 1n 

232 
U alpha decay. The LII/Llll ratio for each gamma ray is consistent 

with .an E2 assignment. 
6 

-

Gamma 
energy 
{kev} 

57.8±1 

130 ± 2 

Table 6 

El . f p 228 ectron Lines_ rom a Decay 

Electron hltensity e-J~- disintegration 
energy {Arbitrary of Ac228 from Ref. 51 
{kev} Units) 

38". 2 28 ± 5 0.238 

41.5 20 ± 5 0.202 

110 3 ± o. 5 0.033 

114 2 ± 0. 5 0.023 

2. Decay scheme of Pa
228

. --It is of interest to note that the 

electron capture ·decay of Pa 
228 

populates directly or indirectly- the 

first two excited states of Th 
228 

in about the same ratio of intensities 

228 51 52 
as does the beta decay of Ac . The closed cycles calculation 
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228 
of the decay energy for Pa is 2. 06 Mev. Since this value is not 

' .: ' .. :· :;i :·· _l' J ~ . > .:. : ~ 

f d "ff t f th d h"b" d. b A 228 · · ar · 1 eren rom. e ecay energy ex 1 1te y .. c. , -·.' __ 1t 1s not 

improbable that the electron capture of Pa
228 populat~s the excited 

. 228 . 228 
states of Th 1n much the same manner as Ac . Thus the 

similarities noted above for the first two excited states are not 

surprising. 

G. ·Protactinium 230 

1. Electron spectrum.-- Protactinium 230 was first identified 

by Studier and Hyde 53 in bombardments of Th
232 

with deuterons. The 

EC/13- branching ratio is about 92:854 and alpha branching occurs to 

55 the extent of 0. 003 percent. Measurements of the electron and gamma 

radiations were made by Osborne et al. 56 by absorption techniques. 

_They report a gamma ray of 0. 94 Mev and K and L x-rays withthe 

relative abundances 14:9:5. 
56 

Osborne, et al. also observed beta 

particles with energy maxima at 0. 22 Mev and 0. 43 Mev with relative 

intensities of around four to one. 

The present work was undertaken to study in greater detail the 

electron and gamma radiations emitted in the decay of Pa 
23 0 

The 

activity was produced by the reaction Th
232

{p, 3n~Pa 230 
using around 

100 Mev protons from the laboratory's 184-inch synchro-cyclotron. 

232 228 . 229 . 
The Pa • Pa , and Pa also produced 1n the bombardment were 

allowed to decay for about one month before chemical separations were 

performed. The Pa
230 

was separated from the thorium target by 

d . . 1 k . h . 57 ' 58 It t 1-1sopropy ..; etone extractlon tee n1ques. wa.s apparen some 

time after the beta spectrometer samples were made that for some reas,on 

95 95 a la.rge amount of Zr and Nb activity had followed protactinium in the 
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chemical separation. 
~: . ·/ ( . . ·' '·' . : ,·. :: . \... 

The sample. used also contained an unknown 

230 ·' . 
amount of the U decai chain. 

'r .. ·:.l ,! 

The sample was mount~d on a double·i~~er '.of g.oi~'Ie:afby 

evaporation of an HF solution 'containl.ng' the activity. The ~·aterial 

· was visible or{ the gold lea£ so the reasol1 .. for th;e, relative!; poor 

resolution obtained is probably sample thickness and not back-scatter= 

ing. The spectra w~re obtained u~ing 'the semi-automatic system 

!: ; . - ..•... ! .. 't • : . . 

described pr~vious.ly. 

' . .-.;::. 
A beta continuum· ·ti;n_derlying the electron lines corresponds 

. '. ' . ' ' ' ' 95 
well with that which would be expected from the beta particles of Zr 

L ~·- .:.. '.:... 

~nd Nb 95 . Th~· presence of these nuclides-i~·higb abundance was 

··sho~n 'by gam~a s~intiliatic>n spectro~eter studies which will be 

;·discU:ssed below.·· Th~Ii~e's for'which the interi>retati~n is fairly 

· ce~t~in eire listed in:-Tahle7: Sine e electron captu~e -i~ about ten 

:tinies cis' frequerit as beta inin~s dec'ay in this nuciide,' ~11 ~-f the lines 

. ' ,0· o-'' '' 0 '' .: 230 
have been as signed to gamma trans1hons 1n Th • 

The 'eledron lihes as signed (see T~ble 7·~ t~ Sl. 2M and 52. 2N 

also fit energy'~is/~ith th~ ~xpect~d _i.II and L;II lin~s of ~- 69 kev 
' ' 

. gamma ray. ,A line appears .in the .spectru:m which ~ight be assigned 

to the M + N.line of this gamma ray. Th~s the; high .abun:dance of the 
''. 

• 

lines as'signed as 52. 2M and 52. 2N r'el~tive 'to the 52. 2L . and 52. 2L 

l~ne·s· i's peihaps clue.to· th~ pr~sence in th.e ~ample ofcon1;id~rable ut!Io. 
H~~ever, this eJq)lanation is n~t consistent with the relativ'ely high 

intensity of the line po~tulatecf'a~. 69M .+ N' no'~ with the abse~ce of 

0 ' • • ' ' ,•" 226 9 . : : 
hnes from_the 110 kev gamma ray of Th It 1s poss1ble that the 
' .· . ·. . . ' •,;:. ' . : ,. ·.. . ' ' ' •'. ' ,.. 230 

approximately 69 kev gamma ray follows the beta decay of Pa although 

the first excited state of u230 is expected to be at a lower ·energy. 
21 
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Gamma 
energy 
(kev} 

52. 2 ± 1 

90-94 

293 d: 10 

305 ± 10 

* See text. 
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Table 7 

Electron Lines of Pa 
230 

Electron Conversion 
energy shell 
(kev} 

33.3 ThLII 

35.9 ThLIII 

48.5 .ThM 

52.9 ThN 

76.7 ThL 

183 ThK 

276 ThL 

194 ThK 

284 ThL 

302 ThM+N 

Intensity· 
{Arbitrary Units) 

l.:S ± 0.7 

1. 0 ± 0. 5 

* 1.4±0.5 

* 1.0±0.5 

0. 2 ± 0. 1 

1. 0 ± 0. 5 

0. 1 ± o. 05 

5.7±0.5 

1. 0 ± 0. 2 

0. 2 ± 0. 2 
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The most reasonable explanation of this discrepancy is that self

absorption within the' sample ·.~s ~tte~uating th~ _LU and_LII11ines 
' ... --·· ....... 

witl)._respect to the M and N lines. 

The K and L lines of gamma rays of -293 ± 10 _}{_ev- and 305 ± 10 kev •. 

decay withthe half -life of Pa 230 within the' limits of error of the 

measurement. The K/L. ratios of each are large (about 10 and about 6, 

respectively) which is indicative of Ml or. El radiation. The high 

intensity .of the electron peaks of these radiations with respect to those 

of th~ 52' kev gamma ray make the Ml assignment seem·-more likely. 

230 
The beta spectrum of Pa was not observed with any reasonable 

cert~inty b:ecause of the relatively high intensity of the Zr 95 and Nb 95 

b 
- 23~ 

eta .spectra. The maxitnuin energy of the Pa beta spectrum is 

expected to; be 430 kev h'<om closed cycle calcu1ations~-52 

-. ; 2. Scintillation spectrometry of Pa
230 

gamma .rays.-~ The gamma 

ray·s- emitted by'Pa230- were ·:Observed-in the -50'-channel.scintillation 

spectrometer of this laboratory. The spectra qbtained are shown in 

Figs. 13a a:Q-d 13b. In agreement with the absorption experiments of 

56 
Osborne et al., a gamma ray of 940 ± 20 kev thorium K x-rays, and 

thorium L x-rays were observed. In addition to these radiations, however, 

gamma rays with energies 305 ± 10 kev, 1000 ± 40 kev, 1060 ± 30 kev, 

1180 ± 40 kev p ~. 460 ± 15 kev, and 540 ± 20 kev were observed. Of 

course, one of the more prominent peaks in the spectrum was that from 

the 721 kev gamma ray of Zr 95 and the 745 kev gamma ray of Nb 
95 

The assignment of the 750 kev peak to thes.e activities was proved by its 

asymmetry and by its increasing intensity relative to other peaks in 

the spectrum with time. A summary of the data on the gamma rays is 

given in Table 8. The corrected intensities were calculated using the 
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curve of counting efficiency for sodium iodide crystals given by 

Me Laughlin and O'Kelley. 59 

Table 8 

Protactinium 230 Gamma Rays 

Gamma Uncorrected Corrected 
energy relative intensity intensity 
(kev) (Arbitrary Units) 

14 ± 4 {L x-rays} 1800 1800 

94 ± 5 (K x-rays} 2000 2000 

305 ± 10 460 820 

460 ± 15 100 360 

540 ± 20 Low Low 

940 ± 20 50 830 

1000 ± 40 7 130 

1060 ± 30 7 140 

1180 ± 40 p) 1 20 

* See text. 

* 

3. 
230 230 

Decay scheme of Pa =-levels in Th . ~~From the present 

work no unambiguous decay scheme can be drawn. However, reason-

ing from relative intensities of gamma rays and electron lines separately, 

the following inferences can be made: 1) at least 40 ± 10 percent of the 

electron capture decay populates one or a pair of levels about 940 kev 

above the ground state; 2) at least 40 p13rcent of the electron capture 

disintegrations give rise to a 310 ± lO kev gamma ray. This gamma ray 

is very likely of Ml or El character from the K/L conversion ratio; 

3) a significant fraction of the electron capture disintegrations directly or 

indirectly populate the first excited state of Th
230

; 4) no appreciable 
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fraction of the electron capture decay gives .rise to gamma radiation 

of the energy difference between the second and first excited states 

of Th
230 

{120 kev). 9 

H. Neptunium 236 

1. L lines assigned to 43.4 kev and 44. 2 kev gamma rays.=

.Neptunium 236 wa.s first produced and mass assigned by James ,et al. 
60 

from bombardments of uranium with deuterons. Jn the present study, 

uranium foil containing >99 percent u 235 
was bomba.rded with 12. 5 Mev 

deuterons in the 60-inch cyclotron of this laboratory. The chemical 

separatibn and purifica,tion included an oxidation-reduction cycle and a 

filial anion exchange column separation. The sample for the present 

investigation was prepared by evaporation of a drop of distilled water 

'c'o'ntaining the activity from a palladium leaf backing. 

Th 1 · t d f th d" t• of 22-hour Np
236 

1·s that e on y prev1ous s u y o e ra 1a 10ns -

61 
of Orth and O'Kelley. These workers report an EC/!3 = branching 

ratio of around 2,. a two component beta spectrum with maximum 

energies of 360 and.510 kev, r·espectively, and a 150 kev gamma ray. 

An electron spectrum was observed in the present work which was 

similar to that observed in the previous work. 61 However, certain lines 

in the spectrum showed greater complexity than before. The appearance 

of this. complexity, coupled withthe results of recent scintilla.tion 

spectrometer studies 
62 

requires a reinterpretation of the electron data. 

The lines designated as L Augers by 0 1Kelley were res:olved into 

four lines which correspond well energywise to the L
11 

and Lur lines 

of gamma rays with energies .~B. 5 ± 1 kev and 44. 2 :i: 1 kev, respectively. 

These energies depend upon the arbitrary assumption that the slightly 
I 

.•. 
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more intense pair of L.lines arise from conversion in plutonium 

following beta decay, and that the less intense pair arise from 

.conversion in uranium following electron capture. The electron data 

are summarized in Table 9. 

Table 9 

Electron Lines of Np 
236 

{13 maximum~ 

The line designated 150K by Orth and 0 1Kelley
61 

also may be inter

preted as the unresolved !:M conversion lines of the 43. 5 and 44. 2 kev 

gamma rays. A line also appeared which may be assigned to the 

unresolved N line of the two gamma rays. K Auger lines were also 

observed. 
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<':; '''·. · .. 2 ... ·Decay s~hem-e of .Np236 ~·_;'-Th~ beta'·spectrum W~S observed 

· 'b'oth lin the • d6.6:bie ·f~~u~ing sp~ct·r~i.ri-eter ~he~~ the int~nsity was too 

· .. low .:fbr ~: Fermi:'analys:ls and on a ~agneti~-l~ns sp~ctro~eter. A 

Fermi analysis by O'Kelley of the da.ta· fro~ the. magnetic lens spectre= 

. . . 63 
meter gave a max1lT1um beta energy of 518 ± 10 kev. The Fermi-Kurie 

... ,.... 
_r( 

plo~--e"hibited a marked_ concavity toward the abscissa which is 
' . ~. ·, '"·7-'' -· -· -· ... , . . . 

. ·indfcative of a ·Jor;bl.dden beta transition. However,. it is not impossible 
. .. .·:. '.'. -.. · . ,;_ ·: :·. :. 

that the forbidden shape was caused by some variation in counting 

effidency of the d.ete.ctor used. 

' . '. . . 62 
Scintillat~on spectrometer experiments performed by Jaffe et al. 

indicate that apprmdinately 1..66 times as many K'x-rays as L x-rays 

'tt d . N 236' d. N . 'f' f d' t' are em1 e 1n p . ecay. o s1gn1 1cant amount o gamma :ta 1a 1on 

was observed. A 4Tr count of the beta particles from the same .sample 
·., 

used in the scintiilati~n spectrometer experiments gave an EC/13= ratio 

of {43 ± 3}:{57 ± 3}, assuming only K_e_l.ectrons a,re captured .. From the 

relative K and L x'-ray intensities, the number of K and L vacancies 
·'j; 

produced per 100 disintegrations can be calculated by using the following 

assumptions: 1} that 72 percent of the K vacancies are filled by L electrons 
64

; 

2)' that the K Auger. yield is 0-;. 03 a:t the, atomic number 92; 3) that the 
, .. , ... ' ··. .. 22 

... l..Au.ger. yi~_ldin this _region of ato~ic number is 0. 5; 4) that 43 percent 
... .. .. . ..... . . .. . ... ,_. . . 

._. v pf the; .disintegrations .ta~e place by. captur,e ·of K electrons; 5) that the 

i[ntensity o{'the, K x-,rays is. 1. 66 times. that of the L x"'rays. From this 

j 

: calcu~.a.:,~i<:m one ~an conclud:e that for each lQO disintegrations, 21 L 

,_ v~c.a~c~es arif!e frorn either L elec;tron. capture or gamma- ray conversion. 

From the very approximate values of electro.n intensities one can 

conclude that the abundance of conversion electrons is about 35 percent 
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that of .the beta spectrum, Since 57 percent of the disintegrations take 

place by beta particle emissiqn, one is led to a value of 20 conversion 

electrons per 100 dis;i.ntegrations. Thus with;i.n the limits of error of 

these intensity measurements, all of the L va.cancies arising by means 

other than by the filling of K vacancies arise from L conversion of the 

43.4 and 44.2 kev gamma rays, However, the limits of error are 

such that as many as 5 to 10 L vacancies per 100 disintegrations 
' ' 

may be arising from L capture. It appears safe to conclude, that the 

lower limit for the K/L capture ratio is around 4. 

The intensities of the L lines of the 43. 4 and the 44. 2 kev .. 

gamma rays are roughly comparable. Thus one can set an upper 
' ' . . 

limit of about 10 events per 100 disintegrations which populate each of 

the first excited states of Pu
236 

and u236 .. The ~ntensities given in 

Table 9 are subject te> conside;rable uncertainty, but the values should 

be reliable to ±25 percent, 

sha.rp 

The interpretations of the data from the present study ar·e in 

61 
disagreement with those of Orth and 0 1Kelley. One reason for 

the large discrepancy between the two sets ?f data may be the different 

1 . f 234 . h H ffl9 re atlve amount o Np · present 1n eac case. o reports an 

upper limit of 1. 0 for the K/L capture ratio for Np 
234 

Since 

'd bl f N 234 . h 1 f N 
236 

cons1 era e amounts o p were present 1n t e samp es o p 

investigated by Orth and 0 1Kelley, one would expect their K/L 

capture ratio to be somewhat in error. Also, the absorption methods . - ' . 

which they used are less reliable for intensity measurements than the 

scintillation spectrometer used in, the present study. The discrepancy 

in the interpretation of the electron line spectrum resulted from 



, ,spectrometer calibration .1,1ncertainties in the low energy region at 

the· time the previous experiments were performed . 

. : A, ,decay schern~ which is cons,istent with the available data 

is shown iJ1 Fig. 14. 

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A. ~Theo'retical Calculations 

T'he use of the term "conversion coeffiCiertt 11 is misleading. 

'The·o'ret'ical interpretation 6£ the processes of radiative {emission of 

gamma quanta)· and non=radl.ative {emission' of orbital electrons} 

transiticms1indicate thatthey may be considered nearly independent of 

... · . .. . ' '; 65 ___ .. . . ---- ---- --.-· -- -- .------
. 'each other; ·. That 1s, if'radiative transitions in nuclei are assumed 

· ,, to ;a_rise fro'rh a i-adiator (electr'ic dipole, electric quadrupole, magnetic 
r (' 

· dipolep ett.) located at the c·enter of the nucleus, then it is found that 

•• "
1 the ·radiative e:rrlis sion rate is .almost independent of the non-radiative 

emiss.ion rate for a given transition.· Thus a nuclear transition rate is 

the sum'o!the r'ates of gammaand electrori'emiss,ion, the two process.es 

occurring :side oy side with nearly iridepende:rl't rate.s ·and there is little 

i£1 any so -called ... conversion:"· of gamma radiation into electron 11 radiation11 
• 

.. ·' The ~eas:oning leading to the above conclusions is briefly as 

follows: 
65 If the nucleus were stripped of its orbital electrons, the 

total nuClear transition. rate would equal the rate of em is s.ion of gamma 

'quanta~ However, 'in the presence of th~ orbital electrons, the nuclear 

transition 'rate is augmented by the p6'ssibiHty of another mode of 

nuclear 'de-excitation; namely oi.;bital electron emission. The emission 

' ·. · ot'-orbital electrons· ari'ses from ·the interaction of the radia.tion field of 

the nuclear radiat6i-- with the orbital electron cloud. This interaction . 
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thus provides a mechanism in addition to gamma .emission for the 

occurrence of t.he nuclear tr·ansition. 

The s.o=called. "conversion coefficient", then, has been most 

commonly defined as the orbital electron emission rate divided by the 

gamma emission rate. Some writers, however, still use the term 

· · 
11 conversion coefficient" to indicate the fraction of the total nuclear 

transitions which take place by orbital electron emission. The former, 

commonly used definitiori will be used in this discussion • 

. Theoretical calculations of L. conversion coefficients for the 

heavier e_lem~ents have be~~ performed by Fisk
66 

and ~ellman _et al. 
67

' 
6 

~~---------::;inG-e-'-the-calc.ulations_made_b.y_Gellman_et_aJ. 67
' 

6 
are more extensive 

than any previou.sJy ~ade for this region of atomic number, and were 

·~· 

., ' 

made using ·e:kact ~el~tivistic equations, the author has cho.sen to 
f'.'~ ··; . '• ., : 

! ~ i , . 

. pr~s~!ltcpmparisons of experimental values with these calculations 

0n:I:y.~· F\igures 15a through 16i ar.e bas.ed on these calculations. No 

ex~C:t .calculations exist at present for L shell conversion coefficients 

\ 
{for Z >80) where the effects of scr·eening were taken into account. 

However, Reitz 
68 

has found the .screehing correction for the K shell 

conversion coefficient to be a positive one to thirt~en percent of the 

"unscreened11 values. Whether the same or a larger screening 

correction holds. for any of the L .. shells remains to be seen. Rose 

et a~ .• 69 
believe the screening correction will be appreciable for the 

L shells, especially at high atomic number. 

B. Empirical Correlations 

Mihelich 
70 

has reyiewed the experimental data on L. conversion 

ratios _through early 1952. His multipolarity assignments based upon 

earlier, les:s extensive, and in some cases ·less exact calculation~' a.re 
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in good general agreement with those which would be predicted by a 

comparison with the more recent tables of Gellman ~t al. 
6 

Swan and Hill
71 

have found experimental data' on several electric 

quadrupole radiations to be in reasonably good agreement with the 

predictions of Gellma,n ~ al. 
6 

Mihelich39 has summarized experimental conversion ratios 

for M4 transitions in a recent paper. These data are the bases for Fig. 10 

~see Tl
198

m) in which the author has compared results for an M4 

transition in this work with those reviewed by Mihelich. 

C. Comparison of Experimental Data with Predictions. 

L Electric dipole transitions.=~ The 59. 6 and 26.4 kev gamma 

transitions which occur in the alpha decay of Am
241 

have been characterized 

with reasonable ce~tainty as electric dipole radiations. 
5

• 9 Th~ 59.6 kev 

gamma ray has a total conversion coefficient of 0. 92 ± 0.1 and a total L 

conversion coefficient of 0. 72 ± 0. 07. From the L
1 

+ LII:Lni ratio of 4. 4, 

the LIII conversion coefficient is 0. 17. This value is in excellent agreement 

' 6 
with the value 0.15 from interpolation of the tables of Gellman ~ c:!:. The 

sum of the conversion coefficients for the L
1 

and LII subshells is 0. 72 = 0.17 = 
0. 55. This value_is in very poor agreement with the value 0. 32 from inter

polation of the tables of Gellman~ al. 6 Some,, but c'ertainly not all of the 

difference between these values can be ascribed to errors inherent in inter-

polation. The only obvious explanation £or this discrepancy is the possibility 

that the screening correction for either or both the L
1 

and L:ii subshells is 

much larger percentagewise than those found by Reitz
68 

for the K shell. 

A priori the screening correction would be expected to be very 

'similar percentagewise for the LII{p1; 2 > and L
1
II(p 3; 2 ) shells. This 

seems borne out by the good agreement of LII/LIII ratios of E2 transitions 
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with the 11 unscreened11 calculations of GeHman et al. 
6 

Similarly, the 
. ,\• ' . • ')I=-·-

, : :>.: !>. l?~rc~~tage~is~. scr~enirg .cor:rect,io~ f()r. the Lr {s1; 2) shell might be 

e}{{)~.~tedto be of differet;t m~gnitude from tho.se ~f the LII and LIII 

shells. Thus L1~LII:L1II ratios for radiations (Eland all magnetic 

,r·adi9-~i()~s) wl}ich convert appreciably in the L
1 

shell
6 

would not be 

expe;ct~d, to -~,gree as wel.l with the unscreened ratios as those convert-:-

ing pnl_Y in tile LH apd LIII shells «E2, E3, E4, etc.}. That this is 

so is borne out by the data on the 59. 6 kev El gamma ray under 

consi?eratio;n here and the 46. 5 kev Ml gamma ray following RaD 

decay. 
i :: .• ~~· ).: , ... ·' < .~ 

•.; 

. 6 
T~~ {Li: ·1" LII}/Lnr ratio expected for the 59. 6 kev gamma ray 

i~}· 9~ The experime.ntally determined value is 4. 4 •. From the above 

: · ·.J •. ~O,:Q.~ide:rations it would seem that the screening effect for the L 1 shell 

changes ~he ~~~nscreenedn conversJon coefficient by a factor of about 3. 
l • 

Thi~·'· of_course, assume-s that·the percentagewise screening .corr.ection 
' . . . .r .. ·. ', <. ' f 

of th;e ~II f:ihell .is the same as that of the Lrii shell. 

.' ~ .. 
WI). et al. 

72 
have obtained an accurate L

1
:LII:L

111 
ratio for the 

·46.5 kev .Ml ~adiation following RaD beta minus decay. The value 

{140:10. 7 :1~ 0) t.hey obtain is in very poor agreement with that {915 :99:1. 0} 

6 
. calc~late.d from. the tables of Gellman et al. It seems that both the 

, , :.·· ~II c,t~,d ~~.,intensities are about seven times the exp~cted intensities 

,:, ' 
with re.s;p,ect t.o th~ LIII intensity. This would indicate that the screen-

' 
,ing CJ;>rrec~iqn fo~ the .~I!shell is more similar to that of the L1 shell 

than i:t ~s .~o that,,of the LUI shell. Thus one might conclude that perhaps 

a ~;cr,eening ~ffect is not the only effect operating inthese two c.ases .to 

al,.ter the L1:~II:l,.III ratios from those expected. 6 
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The 26~ 4 kev gamma ray is given an El assignment from its 

deduced total L _conversion coefficient of 3. 75 ± 1. 2. The value obtained 

. 6 
from an extrapolation of the tables of Gellman et .al. is.Z. 3. The 

difference between these values is probably not significant ~ince 

extrapolation of the theor·etical cur~es involves, great uncerta.inty. It 

is interesting, however, that the experimental value is Iarger than the 

theoretical value as in the case of the 59. 6 kev gamma transition. 

2. Magnetic dipole radiation. _.;,The only transition given an Ml 

241 
assignment was the 33.1 kev gamma ray of Am . Although this assign-

ment is by no means certain, it appears to be the only one consistent 

~ with all the available data. The experimental value for the L
1
:LII ratio 

of >5 is to be compared with ,the theoretical value of 10 obtained by 

extrapolating the tables of Gellman et cil. 
6 

Failure to observe the LIII 

10 0 0 b h 0 h h 0 . 16 d 0 0 . 1 0 d 7 0 1ne 1s cons1stent ot w1t t eoretlca an emp1r1ca ev1 ence ort 

othe·r Ml transitions. 

3. Electric quadrupole transitions.== Most of the gamma 

transitions for which data is reported in this ,thesis have been given 

E2 assignments. Conversion has been observed in the LII and LIII 

shells only. In two cas:es {Np
238 

and Tl
198

m) limits can be set for 

the relative amount of L1 conversion. The experimental Lll:L1II 

ratios are compared with the theoretical ones in Table 10. 

Of course, the theoretical values are not necessarily accurate 

because of the fact that o'nly three values were determined by Gellman et ~· 6 

for each L shell and given Z. Thus the interpolations are subject to 

errors of significant magnitude. The accuracy of the various 

experimental ratios are giv.en in the section on ex-Perimental data. 

Within the conservative limits of error of both the interpolated 



· the"or·etical v:alues- and the experimental ones, the agreement in every 

'cas·e is good·. In the three cases (7, 8, 11 in Table 10) where a 

resolutio~ of t}J.e lines' was sufficiently good to set limits .on LI 

conversion, the upper limits set are about equal to the values 

/;interpolated from the tables of Gellman~ al. 
6 

Table 10 

Sum_ma:ry of,Data on Electric Quadrupole Transitions 

Gamma 
; \-' ···-: 
energy 

_____ ,~.-. (k~v) 

Observed in 
decay of: 

Am241 

. Experimental 
L. 1: Ln: LIII 

:2:1 

Theoretical 
LI:LII:LUI 

{E2) · 

o .n c--.: ,-, . ' . ,2 :, 41 . ·0 :I: 2 . ... Am242m 

Atn242m 

Pa228 

:1.37:1 

0. 016:1. 85 :1 

0. 034:1. 0:1 
:; 

-' f: .3. 43. 3 ± 2 :1. 4:1 o. 04:1.1:1 

~;!)'-" 4~: ,57~-8 :i: 1 :1.4:2 0. 075:1.6:1 

0. 018:1. 8:1 

0.06:1.3:1 

,, 

,-:, -5~ ·mo ± 2 

6. 52.-2 :1: 1 

r 7. 44.T± L 

. a~ 1o2·.0·±l -.• 

9. 42.4:1:1 

.10:. 44 .. 2 :1: 1' . 

n .. 48.4-±.0.2· 

228 
Pa 

Pa23_0 

Np238 

Np2J_8 

Np236 

.. 236 
Np 

Tll98m 

* . . See Sectlon III-H. 
·' 

:1. 5:1 

_:!. 5:1 

<0. 04:1. 26:1 

<0. 3:1.6:1 

* :1:1 

* :1:1 

<0. 05:1.11:1. 0 

0. 04:1.1:1 

0.17:1.8:1 

0. 04:1.1:1 

0. 04:1.1:1 

o. 05:1. 3:1 

It is clear that a theoretical calcula_tion of Lconversion 
. _:'.i',_ ''j '';-

coefficients at .smaller intervals of energy and atomic number is 
. - .. ~' -· . ; ; . ' 

reClu~red if on~ desires a q11~ntitative check of theoretical ratios .of 

L ~::onversion. The best values in Table 10 are those for the 44. 1 kev 

. . 238 : · . 198m 
gamma ray of Np , _ and the 48. 4 kev gamma ray of Tl . The 
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limits of error of these two values are probably less than 'those of 

the interpolated theoretical ones. These two determinations should 

provide an exce1Ient check for a more extensive set of theoretical 

calculations than those of Gellman et al. 
6

· 

4. Mixtures of magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole· 

radiation.-~ Only two transitions of all those investigated gave any 

'reasonable indication of being an Ml-E2 mixture. The first is the 

43.4 kev transition following Am
241 

alpha decay. Here the L
1
:Lll:LIII 

ratio was 0. 5:1. 0:1. 0. If all the L
1 

conversion arises from the Ml 

radiations present, a 20 percent Ml, 80 percent E2 mixture is 

indicated. However, the uncertainty in the ratios is rather large 

because of the fact that the 43. 4 kev L lines were situated on the low 

energy tail of the 59. 6 kev L lines in the spectrum. 

198m 
The other case is that of the 282. 4 kev gamma ray of Tl 

Here the deduced K conversion coefficient {0. 24} was lower than that 

d . I 40 d . expected ~0. 52} from the tables of Rose~~· for pure Ml ra iahon. 

Sin'Ce the expected conversion coefficient 
40 

for E2 radiation of this 

same energy is 0. 076, a 64 percent E2 - 36 percent Ml mixture is 

indicated. 

5. Higher multipole radiatl.on. ~-The only transition of higher 

multipolarity which was investigated was the 260. 7 kev gamma ray of 

TI
198

m. As. can be seen in Fig. 10 the LnlL
1 

ratio for this gamma 

ray would fit on a smooth curve with those of other M4 transitions in 

the same region of atomic number. The conversion of magnetic 

radiation primarily in the L
1 

and LIII shells as predicted by Tralli and 

Lowen
38 

seems substantiated. Other criteria of co-mparison (K/L 



ratios and lifetime) are in excellent agreement with those of well 

known M4,transitions (see Section HI-E}. Thus qualitative 

comparisons with the theory {for ~ = 35) of Tralli and Lowen
38 

and quantitative comparisons with theoretical lifetimes, 
41 

and 

empirical cor~elations of K/L
37 

and LIII/L/ 9 
ratios lead to an M4 

assignment for this trapsition. 

6. ·Conclusion._ .. The results of the investigations presented 

. in this thesis thus indicate very gooc;l agreement with the theoretical 

. . predic;tions of Gellman~ aL
6 

except for the one case of electric 

~lipqle radiation. The unexpectedly large L
1 

and/or LII conversion 

i~, ~.oeff~cients fou,nq may possibly arise from a large screening effect 

':>. C'i. .... qnJhes;e. shells. Such. a large screening effect for L shells would not 

have been expected .from the _calculations. of Reitz 
68 

for the K shell. 

lt m<;~.y b.e that;, screening .is not the only effect altering the L
1

: LII:L1Il 

,;:: 1··. ratios in this c·as e. 
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APPENDIX I 

Misce'llaneous Data on the Isotopes Pu
241

• 
240

, Prn
150

, and Fr
223 

•.;·: .. ' 
I. 

. ,· ' '. 241 
Plutonium 241, 240. -=The beta spectrum of Pu from a 

; ., ; ·' ·d. 5 rng sample of pile irradiated plutonium was observed on the double 
. . 

focusing beta spectrometer: A mass analysis of the sample indicated 

· 'the following isotopic composition: 

Mass number Percent by mass 

239 23.86 

240 49.43 

241 16.93 
, ........ ': · .... 

242 9.78 
2 . 

The sample was mounted on a single gold leaf {87 f.Lg/ ern ). 

A Fermi -Kurie plot of the beta spectrum is shown in Fig. 17. 

'!' The ·fact that the plot is straight back to about 12 kev probably does 

not indicate. that the counter window transmits 100 percent of all 

electrons down to 12 kev. Previous experiments seemed to indicate 

that the window transmitted eleC:t~ons down to about 17 kev with 

100 percent efficiency. The delay of the sharp downward turn of 

the plot is ascribed to extensive self~absorption and back scattering 

in the sample. These effects tend to accentuate the lower energy 

portions of a beta spectrum and hence in this case presumably 

compensated the loss due to window absorption as !ar down as 12 kev. 

The window energy cut~off determined from this Ferrni-Kurie 

plot is about 4. 5 kev. Thus the common supposition that the energy of 

electrons transmitted 100 percent is between four and five times the 

window cut=off energy seems substantiated. 
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Previous work on this isotope has characterized it as a 14 year 

73-76 
beta emitter with a maximum beta energy of 20. 5 kev. · ' Its decay 

by alpha emission has been observed and the energy reported as 

4. 91
65 

and 4. 893 Mev. 9 The maximum beta energy determined from 

this experiment is 20. 5 ± 1 kev, in excellent agreement with Freedman 

76 
et al. 

In addition to the beta spectrum, a reasonably definite indication 

of the Land M lines of a 43 ± 3 kev gamma ray was observed. This 

gamma ray very probably arises from Pu
240 

alpha decay to the first 

excited state in u236
. This assignment is based on its abundance and 

76 76 
energy. Other values given for this gamma ray are 49.6 kev, 47 kev, 

76 77 9 
48 kev, 45. 0 ::1: 0. 2 kev, and 44 ::1: 2 kev. 

7 
2. Promethium 150. --A sample of ""'10 disintegrations per minute 

of Pm
150 

was obtained from a proton bombardment of neodymium enriched 

in mass 150 in the laboratory 1 s 60~inch cyclotrbn. The neodymium was 

bombaTded as the oxide in a pistol grip holder. The beta spectrometer 

sample was prepared by simply taking up the oxide as a slurry in 

conductivity water and evaporating the material on a 0. 001 inch platinum 

plate.. The mass of the neodymium oxide on this sample was of the order 

of two milligrams. 

The half~life of this isotope has been determined as 2. 7 hours by 

Long and Pool, 
78 

Fisher, 
79 

and Kurbatov and Pool. 
80 

Beta particles 

of 2. 01 Mev (about 70 percent} and 3. 00 Mev {about 30 percent) and gamma, 

rays of 1. 4 Mev and 0. 3 Mev have been reported by Fisher. 
79 

An 

78 
absorption measurement reported by Long and Pool gives the beta 

energy as 2. 4 Mev. 
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KEV· 
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MU-7255 

Fig. 17. Fermi-Kurie plot of Pu
241 

beta spectrum. 
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Because of the low intensity of the sample and the relatively 

. . 150 
short half-life, only one electron line of Pm was characterized. 

No electron line of any appreciable abundance appeared below this 

line at 290. 6 kev. This line was interpreted as a K conversion line of 

a 337 ± 2 kev gamma ray {a slight indication of an L line was observed~.' 

. The region in which the L line occurred was not swept with sufficiently 

close intervals to allow a relative abundance measurement to be made. 

. . Hibdon and Muehlhause 81 have reported gamma rays from the 

•neutron capture of Sm
149 

to be 336. 7 k\ev and 440. 2 kev. The energy of 

the former is in excellent agreement with the above value from this 

experiment. Thus it appears that a significant proportion of the beta 

,' . 150 
decay of Pm decays through the level giving rise to this 337 kev 

gamma ray. 

Scharff -Goldhaber
20 

has interpreted the 336. 7 kev gamma ray 

as the transition between the first exCited state of Sm
150 

and the 

· ground state. From the observation of a 440. 2 kev gamma ray, the 

20 
second excited state is supposed to be at 7 77 kev. From the data on 

. '• 150 
Pm · , it can be said that the 440K line is less than about 1/3 of the 

33 7 K line. Recent experiments at this laboratory indicate that several 

high-energy gamma rays (around 1. 5 Mev~ of high intensity are also 

emitted in Pm
150 

beta decay. 
82 

Thus one might reasonably conclude 

that the primary route of decay is to levels about 1. 5 Mev or high~r 

above the ground state from which are emitted the several high_ energy 

gamma rays, ·a significant fraction of which cascade through the first 

excited state to ground. Apparently the second excited state is involved 

to a smaller extent in these cascades than the first excited state. It is 
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of interest to note that this pattern of decay is noted among other 

odd-odd beta ~mitters in the medium and heavy elements w~ere 
-:. 

uff . . d . f 1 N 238 d A 228 s 1c1ent ecay energy ex1sts, or examp e, p an c . 
. i 

3. Francium 223 {AcK}. -=Several experiments were 
.'t 

223 
attempted to determine the beta spectrum of Fr The sample 

was prepared by E. K. Hyde of this laboratory using a procedure 
' ,· -

involving a silicotungstic acid precipitation. 
83 

The activity was 

milked from a 20 millicurie source of Ac 
22 7 

which had originally 

been made in a pile bombardment of Ra 
226 

by the reactims: 

:.·.· 
·'· 

R
. 226d ~R 227 A= 

a \n, 'IP a ~-"-+ 
1622 y 41. 2 min 

Ac227. 

22.0 y 

The Yr 2
,
23 

arises from the I. 2 percent alpha decay branching of 

Ac
227

. The half-life of Fr
223 

is 21 minutes. 
84 

·r. ,·· !./ 

223 
Previous work on the beta spectrum of Fr indicates a beta 

. 85-87 
.. e:q~r:gy of 1. 2 .. Mev. The .data here obtained indicates a two-

. , .coml>onent beta spectrum, the most abundant component having an 

ene;rgy of I. 0 ± 0.1 Mev. Because of the much lower intensity of 

the higher energy component the limits of error for its energy are 

greater than O.lMev .. The value obtained was 1. 3 ± 0.15 Mev. The 

larg~ lirnit,s of error quoted are due primarily to spectrometer 

calil::>ration.uncertainties at the time of the experiment. 

Electron lines which might be assigned to gamma rays with 

energies 45 ± 7 kev and .230 ± 20 kev, were observed in a very fast 

88 
sweep of the spectrum. Recent work by Hyde using a scintillation 

spectrometer shows that gamma transitions occur at the energies 

49.8 ± .0, 2, 80 kev, 215 kev, and 310 kev. Previous workers had 

f db b . h d . . f 90 89, 90 330 87 oun y a sorpt1on met o s gamma trans1hons o , - , 
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87 
and 48. 6 kev. 

From the high intensity of the 49. 8 kev photon relative to the 

beta particles 
88 

it is quite reasonable to assume that it is of El 

character. 
88 

Hyde found that none of the other gamma rays observed 

are in coincidence with the 49. 8 kev gamma ray. A unique decay 

s.cheme cannot be constructed for Fr
223 

without further information. 

APPENDIX II 

A Twin: Lens Beta Spectrometer for Coincidence Measurements 

A. Purpose and Design of the Instrument 

The decision to construct a back-to "'back double beta spectra-

meter was bas.ed upon the usefulness of such an instrument in elucidat-

ing decay schemes, especially among heavy element isotopes where 

a large proportion of the gamma transitions take place primarily with 

the ejection of orbital electrons. Thus this unit was designed to be an 

electron-electron coincidence spectrometer, consisting essentially of 

two thin lens beta spectrometers connected at the sample end so that 

both could simultaneously receive radiation from the same sample, 

yet operate independently. The design arrived at was a modification 

of one des.cribed by K. Siegbahn. 
91 

A schematic diagram of the 

instrument and a block diagram of its associated equipment is given 

in Fig. 18. 

B. Brief Description of Major Components 

1. Lens coils.-- The lens coils are designed for low voltage -

high current, motor-generator power and hence require cooling. The 

cooling system is similar to that described by Freedman. 
92 

Units 

consisting of copper tubing .sandwiched between two copper plates 
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Fig. 18. Block and schematic diagram of 

twin lens beta spectrometer and associated 

equipment. 
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were built pancake fashion at two positions between the coil windings. 

Copper cooling coils are also soldered to the external stirfci.ce of 

the lens spool. The coils are supported independently on a welded 

aluminum stand. 

2. Trimmer lenses.~- A smaller lens coil near the sample is 

connected in series opposition with the lens on the same side to 

cancel the effect of that spectrometer on the other. 

3. Vacuum chamber.-~ The vacuum chamber was made by 

rolling arid welding 0. 250 inch aluminum alloy sheet. It is supported 

•.· ; at ·each end by a three -point suspension coming from the coil mount 

·, •and in addition, at the center by a two point mount coming from the 

·· · aluminum sta.nd. The latter is necessary for the making of initial 

adjustments. 

· 4. · Sample entrance section. ~-The sample vacuum lock 

I 
entrance is contained on an independent section of the vacuum chamber .. 

and may be altered or removed easily without changing the two remain-

ing longer sections. Thus, if it is desired later to make the 

instrum·ent an electron-electron angular correlation instrument, the 

sample entrance section may be changed to a bellows and a new support 

stand made, no change being necessary in the longer vacuum chamber 

sections or other components. The sample entrance section also has, 

at 180° from the sample, an entrance for a. light pipe in case triple, 

alpha-electron or photon-electron coincidence experiments are desired. 

A single channel recording pulse =analyzer has been built to accommodate 

such experiments. 
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5. Counting equipment.~~ The counters, amplifiers, and 

coincidence circuits have been designed for resolving times down to 

0.1 JJ.Sec. The detectors are ordinary side window counters to be used 

as low pressure proportional counters .. Should it be de.sirable to change 

to a scintillation counter system, alternate end plates have been 

constructed for the vacuum chambe,r to accommodate a standard 
.,.· 

, laboratory photo ~tube, light -pipe assembly. To take full advantage 

of the shorter resolving times_ of a scintillation counter, however, a 

new pair of amplifiers and a new coincidence circuit would,b,e, required. 
,._ 

The advant~ge of the present system over the scintillation couJJ,ters is 
i'; :,, .. 

that it counts with 100 percent efficiency down to energies bel,ow 20 kev 
.. . 

} ; ·.: ... ~ . ··,:. I 

whereas the counting efficiency of most scintillation counter _sy:stems 
_i . . £' . ~ . ~ :. :~ .. 

declines rapidly below 100 kev. 

6. Automatic counting control.-~ One of the two spectrometers 

may be automatically operated step~wise over any given s:pectrum 

while the other remains foy.used on only one energy region. Thus the 

long time counts often necessary may be taken without the pres.ence of 

a human operator. The ;:;.uto~atic ~ount cont-rol may be set to collect 

any given number of counts at each of 100 points at large or small 

intervals on any part of the spectrum. An over~ride system insures 

against the system 1 s spending more than any given maximum time 

{<30 minut_es) at any point on the spectrum .. The design of this 

.. system is a copy of that designed by Olsen and 0 1Kelley93 of.the 

California Research and Development Company. 
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C .. Expe.cted Operating Characteristics 

Each end of the spectrometer has been designed to transmit 

about 1 percent of the total electron radiation from the sample at any 

given energy at aresolution of about 2 percent if ring focusing is used. 
. . 

Without ring focusing the resolution will probably be closer to 3 or 4 

percent. The latter is sufficient resolution for a great many experiments 

which the .instrum·ent is expected to perform. 
. . 
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